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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON,D.C.20545

ty 3 R74

Professor A. M. Petrosyants
Chairman
State Committee on Atomic Energy
Staromonetnii per 26
AL fm m= TON ITOMoscow 100. USSR

Dear Professor Petrosvants:

This is in response to your letter of April 23, 1974, on the question of
"discovery" of new elements. We agree in principle that efforts should
be made to resolve this problem if possible at an early date.

At the present time Dr. Robert Silva of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
is a Guest Professor for one year at the University of Mainz, West Germany.
He is a radiochemist and quite familiar with the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory (LBL) heavy element program and staff. I would suggest that
Dr, Silva be invited to Dubna in June for a visit of several days for
preliminary discussions. Such a visit should be of considerable value
for any subsequent visit by two American physicists to Dubna in the
autumn of this vear.

I also understand that Professor Flerov is expected to attend the Inter-
national Conference on Reactions Between Complex Nuclei in June to be
held at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. The Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory has extended an invitation to Professor Flerov to
come to LBL following the conference for a visit and further discussions
on this subject.

I hope that these arrangements can be worked out as a cooperative effort
in research on the "fundamental properties of matter!" in the spirit of
our February meeting,

My very best wishes.

Sincerely,

Chairman

 el fof Professor V. F. Weisskopf, MIT
Professor K. Strauch. Harvard U.







 /STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

September 10, 1974

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

I'm writing in connection with your role as chief co-
ordinator for U.S.-Soviet exchanges. I have received the two
enclosed communications from physicists who wish to visit the
Soviet Union under the exchange agreement.

One is from Fred Zachariasen of Cal Tech, and his
letter is enclosed. The other is from Lord and Kotzer of
Washington and includes a proposal for an emulsion exposure at
Serpukhov-

I hope these can both be handled under the exchange
agreement.

Best wishes,

Sidney D. Drell

SDD :br

fnclosures

ce K. Strauch

H. Kinney
W. Wallenmever



hE nationaf accelerator laboratory
P.O. Box 500
Batavia, lllinols 60510

nue 10/17/74

Viki Weisskopf:

You took a copv of a letter

I wrote to Frank Yang concerning

Russian participation in Inter-

national Conferences. To clear

the letter up prior to wider

exposure, I have now sent Frank

the enclosed slightly modified

version. If you have not

already used the other letter,

please use +hig instead.

E. L. G



NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LABORATORY2%PO. BOX 500
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
TELEPHONE 312-840-3000
DIRECTORS OFFICE

October 17, 1974

Professor Chen-Ning Yang
Department of Physics
State UniversityofNewYork
Stony Brook, L.I., New York 11790

Dear Frank:

You are aware, from our conversations prior to the IUPAP
National Committee meeting in Washington and prior to the IUPAP
Commission on Particles and Fields meeting in London, that I
am very much concerned about apparent USSR violations of the
spirit of free expression in science and free exchange of ideas
and of scientists. In spite of my concern (or, perhaps, because
of it) I do not believe that IUPAP should overstep its authority.
I would not wish to jeopardize the significant gains that have
ceen made over the past decades. For that reason I would prefer
that before taking any kind of action we clearly establish
a basis for such action.

In my opinion, the failure of the USSR to permit Okun
or Gribov to attend, as invited speakers, the NAL conference
in 1972, and the failure, again, to send Gribov as an invited
speaker to the London Conference in 1974, constitute serious
violations of the spirit of IUPAP. I understand that we have
10 right to interfere in the internal procedures of the Soviet
scientific community by dictating which scientists they should
nominate to participate in a conference and which they should
not. On the other hand, every conference host has the right
to invite whatever qualified scientists he wants, and he even
nas a responsibility to invite outstanding scientists whom
he wishes to give talks or to organize sessions at his conference.

In the case of the 1972 conference, I purposely adopted
the practice of paying all expenses for all invited speakers
and session organizers, so there could be no economic excuse
ased for the invited speakers not to have been permitted to
attend. It seems to me that if some nation is going to prevent
such invitees from participating, it should be required to
give some very good reason for doing so.

Beyond the problem of invited speakers there is also
the general question of meeting deadlines with regard to the
submission of lists of nominees for participation. In the

jr. yy ZOIAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYE ",
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past two conferences, deadlines have been set in a normal cycle
and ample advance notice was circulated to all potential
participating countries. All but the Eastern European
nations were able to come reasonably close to meeting those
deadlines. Lists of USSR nominees, to the contrary, were
not made available until months after the deadline, in some
cases within less than a month and even within a few days
of the time of the conference itself.

Finally, contributions to conferences from Russian
participants never meet the deadlines that are imposed and
met by other conference participants. For the XVIth and
XVIIth International conferences, a working session of
speakers and organizers was held the week before the conference.
Even for those organizing sessions, the contributions from
rhe Soviet Union have not been available. They often are
produced, for the first time, when the Russian delegation
arrives, only a day before the start of the conference.

In consideration of all of these violations of the
general spirit of free exchange among scientists, I am
sympathetic to the kind of protest that has been voiced
by Murph Goldberger in his recent letter to you. However,
I believe it is unwise to impose a penalty on the Soviet
Union without first clearly setting standards of procedure
which we expect them to meeting and giving them an oppor-
tunity to meet them. Therefore I should like to make a
substitute suggestion.

I propose that our Commission adopt the following
practices and requirements to be imposed on all participants
in future conferences we Sponsor.

1. The selection of invited speakers and session
organizers is the sole responsibility of the conference
host. No scientist, so selected and interested in
participating, should be precluded from participation
in the conference by action within his own country.

2. Deadlines for submission of lists of nominees
and for submission of scientific contributions must
be observed by all participants.

3. If any national group fails to meet these requirements,
then that nation should be excluded from considerationasa
host to subsequent IUPAP conferences until its failure to
meet such requirements has been demonstrably remedied.

The purpose of this scheme, obviously, would be to use
the desirable prestige of hosting conferences as a lever to
influence nations to conform to reasonable and pre-established



standards in their participation in international conferences
abroad. The standards to be observed by conference hosts have
already been amply discussed.

Our Commission's next major conference will be the
International Conference on Electromagnetism and High Energy
Lepton Interactions to be hosted by SLAC this coming summex.
I would like our Eastern European colleagues to be aware of
my concerns prior to that meeting. I know, from numerous
conversations, that my own concerns are shared by most high
energy physicists in the U.S.

It would be possible, I imagine, to circulate my. proposal
to all Commission members to seek an official approval. In
that way the requirements cculd be officially established prior
to the SLAC meeting and even applied in connection with our
final decision regarding the site of the 1976 bi-annual confer-
ence which is now scheduled for the USSR. That conference is
rather far along in its planning to be considered for a change
in site. On the other hand, the SLAC conference is still
sufficiently far in the future to give the USSR hosts for '76
ample opportunity to meet the requirements, particularly if
we make them known without undue delay.

Sincerely,
A

/;Not
Edwin L. Goldwasser

CC: Allan Bromley, Yale -
W.K.H. Panofsky, SLAC
Sidney Drell, SLAC
Joseph Ballam, SLAC”



Princeton University DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS: JOSEPH HENRY LABORATORIES
JADWIN HALL

POST OFFICE BOX 708

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

August 30, 1974

Professor Yang Chen-ning
Department of Physics
State University of New York
Stony Brook, Long Island, New York 11790

Dear Frank:

CFP 5 1972

Since the London Conference, I've talked with a number of people
who feel quite strongly - as I have for years - that something must be done
about the way the Russians have been behaving toward their scientists and
toward Western conference organizers. Their behavior in London was typical:
Their best scientists are refused permission to attend; far fewer delegates
than expected arrive, with much inconvenience to the organizers who reserved
hotel rooms, ete., who also had to refuse admission to many people who would
have liked to come. None of this, of course. is new.

I think it is time to seriously ask ourselves whether we should
put up with this any longer and whether there is something we can do that
might help our Russian colleagues. It is clear that the way things are now
the Russians contribute nothing but trouble when the conferences are not
held in the Soviet Union and, unfortunately, very little in the way of science
when the conference is there.

I feel that our continued willingness to tolerate boorish, unfor-
givable behavior actually weakens the case of the scientists who I sincerely
believe are the victims of bureaucracy and, in many cases, blatant anti-
Semitism, as in the cases of Gribov, Okun, Zeldovich, Gelfand and others.
I'he point is that they need us far more than we need them, and the politicians
there must be given that message.

Now the proposal: I believe that IUPAP should take the '76 confer-
ence from Russia and give it to Japan. Russia should be told that she can
nave it in '78 provided there is a distinct and observable cha.:ge in practice,
such as: sending the names of their delegates to the '76 conference three
months in advance (or whatever everybody else does); guaranteeingthepresence
of all those who accept invitations to be rapporteurs or chairmen; granting
permission to their scientists to attend the smaller off-year conferences in
"75. Probably one can think of more things.

Sincerely,

JJ te
M, T.. Goldberger
Chl rinnn

MIte in



P. S.

I realize that this proposal has little chance of passing your
High Energy Physics Commission, but I really do feel quite strongly that
we should try to do something and this letter is merely an expression of
my frustration and relative inability to come up with any very good ideas.
The Russians have shown consistently a surprising sensitivity to outside
pressure, even though the pressure groups have no direct power over them.
I think we have been derelict in our duty. Dick Feynman is the only one
I know with guts enough to have flatly refused to visit the Soviet Union
on the basis of their suppression of intellectual freedom. I think it
is time the rest of us stand up and be counted.

We shall probably be coming out to Stony Brook one of these
days to visit our children and we will give you a ring. As you know, Joe
is now a student in the Physics Department and seems quite happy about this
and, in particular, with his job with Bud Good.
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

April 22, 1975

Dr. Goldwasser -

Professor Weisskopf has asked me to
send the enclosed correspondence to you
and he also asks that you please return
them to him when you have finished with
them.

Diane Eulian
Secretary

Lr.
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FROM + Ruth Thor Nelson

SURIECT- Lepton/Photon Symposium -

Ref.: Letter dated November 4, 1974, from Pief to Shannon

Status of Soviet Bloc participation
C
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The chronology resumes from the reference letter. Listings are by

Country
Date Received/Sent To/From

Peoples Republic of China
November 60, 1974

Ballam to Char

Extends invitation for delegation
from PRC, Asks response by Feb. 1975.

Note: R. Hofstadter followed up with
an endorsing cover letter on
copy of Ballam's letter.

[74
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o£Russia December 9, 1974 Received one and only Soviet scientist
response to first mailing - from
I. F. Ginzburg, Novosibirsk.

December 16, 1974 Ballam to Bogolubov, Chuvilo., Markov

©
-
7

ie
7

Nudges them to respond with delegation
by Jan. 10, by cable if necessary.

Bogolubov to Ballam

2
or
2

C
5

December 30, 1974 3
&lt;
2

Names P. S. Issaev, R. N. Faustov and
E. Knapik as delegates from JINR, an
international research center.

Lod
oe

ke”
E

January 17, 1975 Cable from Bogolubov restating his
three nominees.

C
pea
hy

January 2, 1975 Ballam/Bloom to Bogolubov, Markov and
Chuvilo ld

=
Le

Informs them of delegate quota for USSR,
25 delegates, 13 alternates. Requests
response no later than February 7, 1975. Fe

[8
x
—

&lt;
—

lyJanuary 2, 1975 Ballam to Chuvilo, cc to Markov
 ZF

Acknowledges Bogolubov's nomination of
thiree, requests Chuvilo name remaining
22 delegates plus 13 alternates, by 2/7/75



femorandum for I'ile = January 17, 167%

January 9, 1875 Ballam to Bogolubov

Pa oe Z

Acknowledges his letter received 12/30
and suggests naming one or two alternates

Note: We did not forward i. F. Ginzburg's letter to Chuvilo, Markov
and Bogolubov as was done in other letters 4iving regional
quotas to chairmen (see letter to Miecowicz, dated 1/2/75, as
an example).

rast Germany

November 15, 1974 Ballam to Lanius

Requests Lanius assume responsibility
for East German delegation.

January 5, 1975 Lanius to Ballam

Cable naming Johannes Ranft, Leipzig, as
ODR delegate.

January 6, 1975 Ballam to Lanius

Informs Lanius DDR
plus two alternates

delegation quota is two.

Poland

November 13, 1974 From A. Jurewicz

Wants to come to Symposium.

December 3, 1974 Miesowicz to Ballam

Accepts responsibility for selecting
Polish delegation.

december 11, 1974 From Leszek Lukaszuk

Wants to attend Symposium.

January 2, 1975 Ballam to Miescwicz

Polish delegates set at two, plus two
alternates,

Czechoslovakia

January 8, 1975 Ballam to Sadiak

Requests he assume responsibility for
Czech delegation of two, plus one alternate



femorandum for File - January 17, 1975 220 ;

Huneary

January 6, 1975 Ballam to Pocsik

Informs him Hungarian delegation set at
two delegates. two alternates

Rumania

November 22, 1974 From ° Avram

Requests invitation.

December 18, 1974 Ballam/Bloom to C. Tzitycica

Requests he name Rumanian delegation.

January 2, 19875 Ballam/Bloom to Tzitycica

Sets Rumanian quota at two delegates,
two alternates.

November 5, 1974 Ballam to Weisskopf

Outlines our efforts at coordinating
Soviet participation.

January 2, 1975

January 3, 1975

Ballam to Weisskopf

Details Bogolubov's response and the
total quota allocation for the Soviets.

Quota table listing quota allocations.

Tab listing of all those who responded to the First Notice by
requesting an invitation.

Pending

| Acknowledgment and/or acceptances from Polyakov and Khose to be
invited speakers. Letters of invitations to them requested reply no
later than March 1. 1875.

Reply or acknowledgment of letters has vet to be received from Chuvilo
and Markov. Reply has been requested before February 7. 1975.

TN\ a ic
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£ mp by yy rey . wr EY  ¢ 3 - y 1 Pifepyt Ey [ Ly se Alin Dmpreie1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
GANIZING COMMITTEE

Nimans:
~ Ballem

“rogram Chairman:
S.M.Bermon

irrangements Chairman:
-. Db. Bloom

1.D. Biorken
Ww. Chinowsky
5. D. Drell
 J, Gilmon
R. Hofstadter
R. F. Morley
WW. KH. Panofsky
WU, L. Perl
B. Richter
R. E. Touylor

professor NN. Bogolyubov
J.I.N.R. (Dubna)
Head P.O. Box fu
Moscow, USSEH

Dear Profescor Bogolyubov:

January 9, 1975

Thank you for your letter nominating three delegates from Dubna
to the Svmmposiwil.

Since we have set a quota for the Soviet Union of 25 delegates
and 13 alternates, I have asked Professor Chuvilo to be responsible
for the selection of the remaining22places. If you wish, you
could send me the namss of one or two alternates to the three persons
you have alrcady named in cese for some as yet unknown reason one oF
“hem would be unable to cone.

Again I wish to express my appreciation of your efforts on
hehall of the Symposium.

Sincerely yours,

dat
L

Cr
Professor J. Ballam.
Chairman, Organizing Committee

bce: VV, Weilskopf

ges AIA AAPA AAA 2 SO srl ouRAAT

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
YY Tee £7340

SLAC Telephone
{415% R54£-3300
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
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Th tntarrmatinnsl Qogmmmern i n ~~ amped 3 ; 4 Wf y -~ limb mre1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Enarglos
Sugust 21-27, 1770
Stanfora University

JRGANIZING COMMITTEE
chairman:

i. Bellam

&gt;rggram Chairman:
S5.M. Berman

Arrangements Charman:
£E. D. Bloom

J.D. Biorken
Ww. Chinowsky
S.D. Drell
F. J. Gilman
2. Hofstodier
*. F. Motley
WwW. K.H. Panolsh:
M.L. Perl
B. Richter
R.E. Taylor

January 8, 1975
Prof. J. Sadlak
Institute of Physics
JSAV Prague 8
va Slovence ~#
“oochosloval

Dear Professor Sadlak:

bs you probably know, the 1975 International Symposium of Lepton and
Photon Interactions at High Energies will be held at Stanford Universitv.
The dates of the Symposium are August 21-27, 1975. Attendance will be by
invitation only with a total of 430 physicists participating.

For this Symposium the subject will be sularged to cover all high-
energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproduction, inelastic
and elastic electron and muon scattering, colliding beams of electrons
and positrons, ncutrino- and antincutrino-induced reactions and leptonic
final states in proton-proton collisions.

We would greatly appreciate it if you would be willing to take
responsibility in the selection of the Czech delegates. The Arrangements
Subcommittee has decided that the quota for your country is 2 delegates,
plus 1 alternates. We would appreciate it if you could list the alter-
nates in ordey of preference. The committee was influenced in its quota”
selection by attendance at the previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as
well as by the response of individuals to the First Notice issued last
October 1. We need to know the names of prospective delegates by no
later than February 7, 1975, in order to be able to issue invitaticns in
zood time.

The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
sppyreciation for vour efforts in their behalf.

Sincerely yours,

Orlonn
[rfc “uProfessor J. Ballam ER

Chairman, Organizing Committee

&lt; 2 C~ O ereon 1% tL ® CL

Professor E. D. Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

et45Athem:AAAS155£45BBALEARAEN lA, $1 57 Peet Sle ERA ETA Th ASE PHO rb

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Sscretary
Stanford Linear Acceicrotor Center
P.O. Box 4349
Yanlord Colifternie $4730F

SLAC Telephones
{£415) BE4 3300
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union ef Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S, Atomic Energy
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August 27-07 7

Stanford Universey
GANIZING COMMITTEE
rman:

I, bollom

‘rogram Chairman:
5.M. Berman

‘rrgngements Chairman:
:, D. Bloom

4. D. Bilorken
Al. Chinowsky
5. D. Drell
fF. 1. Gilmon
R. Holstadier
2, fF. Motley
Ww. K.H. Panotsky
M.L. Peri
3. Richter
R. E. Taylor

January 6, 1975

Professor K. Lanius
Inst. fur Hochenergiephysik
Deutsche Akad. D. Wissensch
Platenanallee ©
Zeuthon/Berlin
Ceyman Democratic Republic

Dear Professor Laniusg:

Thank you for agreeing to take responsibility to select the
German Democratic Republic delegates to the 1975 International
Sympogium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies to
be held at Stanford University, August 21-27, 1975.

The Arrangements Subcommittee has decided that the quota for
your region is 2 delegates, plus 2 alternates. We would appreciate
it if you could list the alternates in order of preference. The
committee was influenced in its quota selection by attendance at the
previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as well as by the response of
individuals to the first notice. We need to know the names of
prospective delegates by no later than Feb. 7, 1975, in order to be
able to issue invitations in good time.

The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
appreciation for your efforts in their behalf.

Sincerely yours,

C ~hg
“

I'oteser, oo. Ballam

Chairman, Organizing Committee

Professor E. D., Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

Please address all correspondence to: Symposivny Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
LO. Box 4349

kmget a Emerge AST

SLAC Telephone”
(A1EY B84 .-3300D
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Sponsored jointly by the Internotional Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Enzrgy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1075 Iniernationnd Svmpesium on Lenton and Photon intoractiong of High Ererain1975 Internationgl YIGDCLIUE UR Lepian and Photon interactions af CLG RCTS
~~ =v NN ma emAugust 21-27

Stanford Universit.

JRGANIZINGCOMMITTEE
chatrman:

1. Ballom

rogram Chairman:
S5.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom

J.D. Bjorken
Ww. Chinowsky
S. D. Drell
Ff. J. Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R. fF. Mozley
WwW. K. MH. Pano!
tA. L. Perl
B. Richier
R.E. Yoylor

Jenuary 6, 197wary 6, 1975
Professor G. Pocsik
Institute of Theoretical Physics
Eotvos University
Budapest, Hungary

Jear Professor Pocsile:

Thank you for agreeing to take responsibility to select the
Hungarian delegates to the 1975 International Symposium on Lepion
and Yhoton Interactions at High Energies to be held at Stanford
Oniversity, August 21-27, 1975.

The Arrangements Subcommittee has decided that the quota for
your region is 2 delegates, plus 2 alternates. We would appreciate
it if you could list the alteinates in order of preference. The
committee was influenced in its quota selection by attendance at the
previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as well as by the response of
individuals to the first notice. We need to know the names of
prospective delegates by no later than Feb. 7, 1975, in order to be
able to issue invitations in good time.

The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
appreciation for vour efforts in their behalf.

Sincerely yours,

Prof.
Cha ifn a

Nn wohegemcenonaraesa_

Ballam
wrzanizing Committee

Professor L. D. Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary SLAC Telephone
Stonford Linear Accelerator Centar (415) 854-33C0
P.O. Box £4349
Tdrmmbomred Caitifarninn §63075
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
JRGANIZING COMMITTEE

shairman:
J. Ballam

Program Chairman:
S.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
£. D. Bloom

i. D. Bjorken
W. Chinowsky
5. D. Drell
*. J. Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R. F. Mozley ~ I have heard from Professor Bogolyubov who has recommended
[J-K-H. Panofsky three delegates from Dubna to the Symposium.
3. Richter
R.E. Taylor

January 2, 1975

~ Since the quota for the Soviet delegation has been set at
25, I would very much appreciate it if you would take responsibility
for ‘selecting the remaining 22 delegates, plus 13 alternates. I
would appreciate it if you would list the alternates in order of
preference. The committee was influenced in its quota selection by
attendance at the previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as well as by
the response of individuals to the lst notice. We need to know the
names of prospective delegates by no later than Feb. 7, 1975, in
order to be able to issue invitations in good time.

The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
appreciation for your efforts in their behalf.

Sincerely yours,

or J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

JB:hm

Copy to: Professor A. Markov
USSR Academy of Sciences

occ: V. Weiskopf, -

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300
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nn December qo 74

Professor J.Ballam
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

P.O.Box 4349
Stanford, California 9430°%
JSA

Dear Professor Ballam,

| Thank you for your letter concerning the 1975 Internatio-
nal Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
that is to be held at Stanford University on August 21-27, 1975.

As an International Research Center the Joint Institute

for Nuclear Research would like to have Drs.P.S.Issaev, R.N.Faustos
and E.Knapik participate in the above mentioned Symposium. As to
the nominees from Soviet Institutes , I have sent copies of your
letter to Professors M.A.Markov and I.V.Chuvilo and I hope they
would be able to inform you in time about the Soviet delegation.

T would kindly like to ask you to have registration forms
and any other available information about the Symposium sent to
our Institute for Drs. P.S.Issaev, R.N.Faustov and E.Knapik.

Sincerely yours,

27 [2 sulin
 Ww 4 7

Professor N.N.Bogolubov
Director

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

November 6, 1974

Professor Chang Wen-Yu
Institute for High Energy Physics
Academy of Sciences
Peking
Peoples Republic of China

Dear Professor Chang:

SMG N. Brand
D. Dupen
R. Hofstadter
W.K.H. Panofsky
R. Nelson
R. Shannon
S. Stamp
V. Weisskopf

I understand from Professor R. R. Wilson that on his recent visit
to the Peoples Republic he spoke to you of*the upcoming Symposium on
Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies, to be held at Stanford
University August 21-27, 1975. This Symposium is the next in a series
that has been held every two years, beginning in 1963, on the subject of
electron and photon interactions. The last was held in Bonn, West Germany
in 1973. This particular one will, I believe, have a heightened and broader
Interest because the subject matter has been expanded to include neutrino
and muon interactions at high energies, as well as the results from the
highest energy positron-electron storage rings now in operation at DESY and
SLAC.

_- As Chairman of the Organizing Committee for this Symposium, I would
like, through you, to extend a warm invitation for high energy physicists
of the Peoples Republic to participate and would be most appreciative if
you would serve as the person to select the delegates should such participa-
tion be possible to arrange. Although no numbers of delegates have as yet
been officially allocated, we could accommodate at least ten...

We are trying to arrange our schedule so that official invitations to
individual delegates can be issued by March 1975, and therefore would need
to have your nominations by February 1975. I will send you further details,
such as preliminary program, as they become available, and of course would
be glad to answer any questions you may have.

We remember with pleasure your last visit to SLAC and both Dr. Panofsky
and I would be pleased to see you and your colleagues again soon. I very
much hope that it will be possible to arrange for a delegation from the
Peoples Republic which I am sure will be beneficial to the international com—
munity of scientists as well as to our respective countries.

Sincerely yours,
bi) J. Ballam |
Chairman, The Organizing Committee
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
JRGANIZING COMMIT TEE

Shairman:
J. Ballam

Program Chairman:
S.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
FE. D. Bloom

J.D. Bjorken
W. Chinowsky
S. D. Drell
F. J. Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R. F. Mozley
W. K.H, Panofsky
M. 1. Perl
B. Richter
R. E. Taylor

Professor N. Bogolyubov
J.I.N.R. (Dubna)
Head P.O. Box 79
Moscow, USSR

Dear Professor Bogolyubov:

January 9, 1975

Thank you for your letter nominating three delegates from Dubna
to the Symposium.

Since we have set a quota for the Soviet Union of 25 delegates
and 13 alternates, I have asked Professor Chuvilo to be responsible
for the selection of the remaining 22 places. If you wish, you
could send me the names of one or two alternates to the three persons
you have already named in case for some as yet unknown reason one of
them would be unable to come.

Again I wish to express my appreciation of your efforts on
behalf of the Symposium.

Sincerely yours,

Professor J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

bocce: V. Weilskopf

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford. California 94305

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300
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August 21-27, 1975
Stanford University

DRGANIZING COMMIT TCE
Shairman:

J. Ballam

rogram Chairman:
S.M. Berman

urangements Chairman:
I. D. Bloom

J.D. Bjorken
Ww. Chinowsky
S.D. Dreli
F. J. Gilmon
R. Hofstadter
R.F. mosley
Ww. K. HH. Ponofsh:
ST Perl
3, Richter
R. BE. Yoylor

Professor V, FF. Veiskoff
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute
Cambridge, Mass. (2136

Dear Viki:

on. Technology

Jan, 2, 1975

Enclosed is a response from Bogolubov to ny request that he,
chuvilo and Markov form a committee to select the Soviet delegates
to the 1975 Iepton-Photon “vmmosium.

As you can see, he Coes not seem willing to be a part of any
committee, but rather consilers himself to be the head of an
Internation2l Laboratory, scmewhat independent from the rest of
Soviet high energy physics. However, I consider it a good sign
that he did respond, almost within the requested time, and did
aama some delegates,

I still have not heard from Chuvilo or Markov.

We have decided to give the Soviets a quota of 25--dowvn some-
what from their previous auctas. This was based on their attendances
at the Cornell and Bonn bymposia, which was 10 and 6, respectively.
If we would augment this by the fractional increase in total dele-
gates for this Symposium over the other two, this would come to 12
and 8. Thus the number 25 is at least a factor two times their
previous attendance.

Regards,
a

2
Se

Sallam, Chairman
sganizing CommitteeSa

JB:hnm

ze: W.K.H. Panofsky

cse addres: oll correspondence to:
FE Mra afest

Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford, Californio 94305

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3200
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August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
IRCAMIZING COMMITTEE
harman: :

J. Ballam

&gt;rogram Chairman: .
S.M.Bermon

trrsngements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom -

J. 0. Blorken,
w. Chinowsky
5. OD. Drell
f. J. Gilman :

R. Hofstadter -
R. F. Holey |
W. K.H. Panofsky
Mol, Pert
B. Richter |

R.E. Taylor

January 2, 1975

Professor Chercan Tzitycica
InstituteofAtomicPhysics
Calee Victoreie, 11h. -
Bucharest 22, Rumania

Dear Professor Tzityecica:

Director

Thank you. for: agreeingtotakeresponcibility to select the
Rumanian delegates to the 1975 International Symposium on Leptor
and Photon Interactions at High Energies to be held.at Stanford
Jniversity, August 21-27, 1975.

The Arrangements Subcommittee has decided that the quota for
your region is 2 delegates, plus 2 alternates. We would appreciate
it if you cold list the alternates in order of preference. The °
committee was influenced in its quota selection by attendance at the
previous Correll and Bonn Symposia, as well as by the response of
individuals to the 1stnotice. We need to know the names of pros--
pective delegatesbynolater than Febl 7, 1975, in order tobe able
to issue invitations in good time. :

Attachedtothisletter is a list of those people in your area
who responded to the lst notice. In some cases we have included
copies of the original letters to the Symposium Secretary. |

“The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
appreciationforyourefforts.intheirbehalf.

‘Sincerely yours,

NA 0]CorsonProfessor J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committea

&gt; v 2 -eosie x
——

Professor E. D. Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

Enclosure

AA a eee

Please address all correspondence to: Sympesiuin Scoretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Cente
P.O. Box 4349
Sanford. California $4305

A" van bens pe ray SP igh PR

SLAC Teiephone
(415) 854-3300
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Stanford University
JREANIZING COMMITTEE
“hairman?

J. Boliom :

Prograra Chairman:
S.M. Berman:

Arrangements Chairman:
FD. Bloom

1.D. Bjocken
Ww. Chinowsky -
5.D. Dreli ©
F. J. Gilman .
2. Hofstadter .

2. F. Mozley .

WwW. K.H, Ponofsky-
ML. Pert. .

3. Richter oe a.
BR, E. Taylar .

Jenuary 2, 1975

Professor M. Miecowicz
Institute of Nuclear Physics
al Michiewicza 30
Krakow, Poland .

Dear Professor Miecowicz:

. Thank. you fer agreeing to ske responsibility to select the
Polish delegates to the 1975 International SymposiumonLeptor
and Photon Interactions.atHighEnergies to be held at Stenford-
Jniversity,. August 21-27, 1975.

The Arrangements Subcommittee has decided that the quota for
your region is 2 delegates, plus 2 alternates. We would appreciate
it if you could list the alternates in order of preforence. The
committee was influenced in its quota selection by attendance at the
previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as well as by. the response of |
individuals to the lst notice. We.-need to know the names of pros- --
pective delegates by no latér then Feb. 7, 1975,inorderto beable
50 issue invitationsingood.time. .

Attached to this letter is a list of those people in your area
who responded to the lst notice. In some cases we have included
copies of the original letters to the SymposiumSc~~ry.

The Arryangéments Subcommittee wishes to express its sincerr
appreciation for your efforts in their behalf.

Sincerely yours.

Sah 40
prifessor 7. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

&lt;&lt; .. 0TR A

rrofessor E. D. Blc
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommitise

fnelosure
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Please address all corrernandence io: Symposium Secretury
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
FO. Box 4349
Stanford California 94205

SLAC Telenhons
(4¥5Y 854.3700
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‘August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
JRGANIZING COMMITTEE
Sharman:

1. Ballom

srogram Chairman:
S.M. Berman

srrangements Chairman:
- EE. D, Bloom,

1. D. Bjotken
WwW. Chinowsky
S.D. Drell
F. J. Gilman .

to Hofstadter
R.F. Morley .

N.K.H. Panofsky
WM. L. Perl Ca

3. Richter. = =o
RE. Taylor. Cl

January 2, 1975

Professor.N.Bogolyubor
J.I.N.R. (Dubna)
Head P.O. Box 79
Moscow, USSR

Dear Professor Bogolyubon

Tuank you for agreeing to take responsibility to select the
Soviet - delegatestothe1975 International Symposium on lepton
and Proton Interactions at High Energies to be held at Stanford
Jniversity, Avgust 21-27, 1975.

. The Arrongements Subcommittee has decided that the quota for
your region is 25 delegates, plus 13 alternates. We would appreciate
it if you could list the alternates in order of preference, The
commitice was influenced in its quota selection by attendance at-the
previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as well as by the response of
individuals to the lst notice. We need to know the names of Pros ~
pective delegatesbynolater than Teb., 7, 1975, in order to-be able
Lo issue invitations in good time.

Attached to this letter is a list of those people in your area
who responded to the lst notice. In some cases we have included
copiesoftheoriginal.letterstotheSymposium Secretary.

The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
appreciation for your efforts .in their behalf. :

Sincerely yours,

WAL 01
, J Ur ari Somme,

professor J. Ballanm
Chairman, Organizing Committee

S ees ©Wessc \
Professor E. D. Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

EyWC lo Sux

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretory
Stanford linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 434%
Stanford. California 947205

SLAC Telephone
{415) B54~33C0
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August 21-27, 1975
Stanford University.

IRGARIZING COMMITTEE
‘hairman: Co

J. Ballam
Program Chairman:

 5S. ti. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
£. D. Bloom

1. D. Bjorken
WwW. -Chinowsky }
5.0. Drell
F. J. Gilman ;
R. Hofstadter .

tf. Motley . Thank you for agreeing to take responrcibility to select th
Ww. K. MH. Panofsky Sovi “- del den. de ’ . oo. ; i 2

wee. Soviet delegates to the 1975 International Symposium on- Lepton
* . 2 = yy Je 3 pr ~ 7. yy ” » a “ 3 » 2 LS 3 .

Tue Lo and Phin Interactiong at High Energies to be held at Stanford.
«£. Tay University, August 21-27, 1975.

Jenuery 2; 1975

The Arrangements Subcommitiée has decided that the quota for
your region is 25 delegates, plus 13 alternates. We would appreciate
it if you could list the alternates in order of preference. The
committee was: influenced in its quota selecvion by atiendance at the
previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as well as by the response of.
individuals‘tothelstnotice... We need to know the names of pros-
pective delegates by no later than Feb. T, 1975,.in order to be able
30 issue invitations in good time. :

Attached to this letter is a list of those people in your area
ho responded to the lst notice. In some cases we have included
copies of the original letters to the Symposium Secretary.

The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
sppreciation for your efforts in their behalf..

Sincerely yours,

4 .

enon
Professor J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

SWeesic \
A

»

LT ———

Professor E., D., Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

LEriclosure

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretory
Stanford Linear Accelerator Cente
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford Californin $4507

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300
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August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
MGANIZING COMMITTEE
Shairman: ‘ :

i. Ballom :

&gt;regram Chairman: |
S.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
£. Db. Bloom

J.D. Biorken .

Ww. Chinowsky oo
S. D. Dreil CC
f.J. Gilmon
R. Hofstadter
RF. Mozley ]
W. KH. Panofsky
M.L. Perl
B. Richter =~ }

R. E. Taylor.

Janvary 2; 1975

professor. T,Chuvilo
[.T.E.P.
3olshaia Tscheremuschkinskaia°°
117259, Moscow V-259, USSR

dear Professor Chuvilo:

"Thank you for agreeing to take resvonsibility to select the
Soviet delepatestothe1975 International Sympcs ium on lepton

and: Photon Interactions at High Energies to be held at Stanford -
Tniversity, August 21-27, 1975.

The. Arrangements Subcommittee has decided that the quota Tor
your region is 25 delegates, plus 13alternatzs. We would appreciate
it If you could list the alternates in order of preference. The
rommittee was influenced in its quota selection by attendance at the
previous: Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as wellas by -the- response of
individualstothelst notice. We need to know the names of pros-~
pective delegatesbynolaterthanFeb.T,1975,inorder.tobeable
to issue invitations in good time.

Attached to.this letter is a list of those people in your ares
sho responded to the lst notice... In some cases we have included
copies of the original letters to the Symposium Secretary.

The Arrangements Subcommitice wishes to express its. sincere
appreciation for your efforts in their behalf.

Sincerely yours.
 0,(bomProfessor J. Ballam

Chairman, Organizing Committee
- ~S lees

—

Professor E. D. Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

Enclosure

Flease addres: all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Cente
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford. California $4305

arr

SLAC Telephone
(415) BR4~330D
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Stanford Universit

IRGANIZING COMMITTEE
Shairman:

J. Ballam

Program Chairman:
S.M. Berrian

Arrangements Chairman:
£.D. Bloom

Jj. D. Bjorken
Ww. Chinowsky
5. D. Drell
LJ) Gilman
R. Mofstodter
R. F. Mozley
Ww. XK. H. Panofsky
M.L. Perl
B. Richier
R.E. Taylor

January 2, 1875

Professor I. Chuvilo
1.2.2.2.
dolshaia Tscheremuschkinskaia 89
117259, Moscow V-259, USSR

Dear Professor Chuvilo:

I have heard from Professor Bogolyubov who has rscommended
three delegates from Dubna to the Svmrosium.

Since the quota for the Soviet delegation has been set at
25, I would very much appreciate it if you would take responsibility
for ‘selecting the remaining 22 delegates, plus 13 alternates. I
would appreciate it if you would list the alternates in order of
preference. Tne committee was inrluenced in its quota selection by
attendance at the previous Cornell and Bonn Symposia, as well as by
the response of individuals to the lst notice. We need to know the
names of prospective delegates by no later than Feb. 7, 1975, in
order to be able to issue invitations in good time.

The Arrangements Subcommittee wishes to express its sincere
appreciation for your efforts in their behalf.

Sincerely yours,

A &lt;

p:ltesson J. Ballam |
Chairman, Organizing Committee

JB: hm

cory to: Professor A. Markov
JSSR Academy of Sciences

tt AE———rH———SPRTA A TA TE TEETT irrp er

Please oddiess all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford Caiifarnia 94204

SLAC Telephone
(415) R54 ~-3300G
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December 18, 1974

Professor Chercan Tuitycica, Director
Institute of Atomic Physics
talea Victorede, 114
Pucharest 22, Ruwnania

Dear Frofessor Hoitycica:

As you probubly know, the 1975 International Symposium of Lepton and
Photon Interactions at High fnergies will be h2ld at Stanford University.
The dates of the Symposium are august 21-27, 1975. attendance will be by
invitation only with 2 total of 430 physicists participating.

Por this Symposium the subject wlll Lie enlarged to cover all nigh-
energy lepton-induced reactions, including vholoprodustion, inelastic and
2listic elaetron und muon scattering, colliding deums oi electrons and
positrons, noutrino- and antineutrino-induced reactions and leotonice final
states in proton-nrotoin collisions.

Tn order to insure that information about the Symposium is widely
disseminated, we are distributing the enclosed notice to many institutvions
angaged in high energy physics. Ye are also placing announcements in the
publications PHYSICS TODAY, MOETINGS OU ATCHLIC INSBEGY end SUROPIIYSICS [EWSW

We would greatly appreciate it if you would be willing to tuke re-
sponsibility in the selection of ths Rumanian delegates. AS you Cun soe,
the enclosed notice suggests that any physicist wno wishes tO attend the
Symposium inform us of his interest. is an aid to you, ve will forward
the names of all the Rumanian physicists who have responded to the
Symoocium announcement, and we ask you to take these people into con-
sideration when you receive your allotment of invitees sous time in
January 197%. Of course, you will be free to recommend any list within
the allotment, and we will abide by your choice.

fle ure looking forward.to hosting our colleagucs next year «nd hope
our Symvosium will be as successful as those in the recent past.

Sincerely,

Professor J. Ballem
Chairman, Organizing Commitice

0 Dee = s iProfessor ©. DL. Dicuad
Yrs of wpeenry 2 EL Sl, Fryhe drran, Arvanoenents Cyr mom; 3 3.porn md do beSN Onna No

&amp; yesnelosure
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August 21-27, 1975
Stanford University

IRGANIZING COMMITTEE
hairmean:

J. Batllam

Program Chairman:
3.M, Bernion

Arrangements Chairman:
£. D. Bloom /

J. D. Biorken
Ww. Chinowsky
5. D. Dredd
 4 Gilmon
j. Hofstadter
2. FV Mozley
w. K.H, Panofshy
MM. 1. Perl
3. Richter
R. E. Toylor

Professor A. Markov
USSR Acacemy of Sciences
Leninsky Prospekt 14
Moscow B-71., USER

Daar Professor Markov:

Dec. 16, 197k

On October 10 I wrote you asking if you and Professors Chuvilo
and Bogolyubov would be willing to form a committee to select Soviet
delegates to the Lepton-Fhoton Symposium and to please let me know
your answer by Dec. 1, 197k.

To date I have had no reply from you - although I have heard
from every one of twenty people from all over the world who have
been asked to help in the delegate selection from their respective
regions, I hope Soviet scientists are interested in &amp;ttending
this Symposium, especially in view of the recent new discoveries
of high mass narrow resonances.

Please let m2 hear from you by January 10(by cable if necessary)
since we must assign quotas for various countries by January 15.

Sincerely yours
gw

Pro os UJ “a]le
Chairman Jrgun.z.ag Committee

JB:lm

ce: RR. telson
Ds Bloow
Ve .H. ranoflsky

Please address all correspondence jo: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Lineor Accelerator Center
P.O. Blox 4349
Sianfard California 94305

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300
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August 21-27, 1973

Stanford University
SGANIZING COMMITTEE
hairman:

1. Boliom

*regram Chairman:
$.M, Berman

irrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom J

J.D. Biorken
Ww. Chinowsky
3.0. Dreti
5). Gilman
2. Hofstadter
R. F. Mozley
Ww. K.H, Panafsky
[GTR Parl
3. Richter
R. E. Taylor

Professor I, Chuvilo
T.1.E.2.
Bolshaia Tscheremischkinskaia &amp;
117259, Moscow V-259, USSR

Dear Professor Chuvilo:

Dec, 16, 197k

On Cctober 10 I wrote you asking if you and Professors Markov
snd Bogolyubov would be willing to form a committee to select Soviet
delegates to the lepton-Fhoton Symposium and to please let me know
your answer by Dec. 1, 197k.

To date I have had no reply from you - although I have heard
from every one of twenty people from all over the world who have
seen asked to help in the delegate selection from their respective
regions. I hope Soviet scientists are interested in attending
this Symposium, especially in view of the recent new discoveries
~»f high mass narrow resonances.

Please let me hear from you by January 10(by csble if necessary)
since we must assign quotas for various countries by January 15.

Sincerely yours,

C
GC.Prof. og. Ballam

Chairman, Organizing Committee

Ey ~

JB:hm

yee: PR. lelson
BF. Rloom
T,K JH. Panofsky

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford linear Accelerator Canter
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford, Colifornia $4305
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August 21-27, 1975
Stanford University

IRGANIZING COMMITTEE
Hhaieman:

I. Ballam

“rogram Chairman:
S.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
E. O. Bloom /

J.D. Biorken
Ww. Chinowsky
5. 0D. Drell
tJ. Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R. F. Mozley
Ww. K.H, Ponofsky
M.L. Pert
B. Richter
2. E. Tayler

Professor N. Bogolyubov
J.I.N.R. (Dubna)
Lead P.O. Box 79
Moscow. USSR

Dear Professor Bogolyuhov:

Dec. 16, 167

On October 10 I wrots you asking if you and Professors Chuvilc
and Markov would be willing to form z committee to select Soviet
delesztes to the Lepton-Phnoton Symposium and to plsace lel me know
your answer by Dec. 1, 1974.

To date I have had no reply from you - although I have heard
from every cone of twenty people from all over the world who have
heen asked to help in the delegate selection from their respective
regions. I hope Soviet scientists are interested in attending
thiz Symposium, especially in view of the recent new discoveries
of high mess narrow resonances. &gt;

Please let me hear from you by January 10(by cable if necessary,
since we must assign quotas for various countries ty January 15.

Sincerelwr vours

C

Prior, oo. .=llam

Chairman, Organizing Committee

JB:hm

aC. R. Nelson
4. Bloom

J. KJ, Panoflsih

Please cddress ali correspondence jo: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 434%
Sternfard, California 94305

Nr ;SLAC Telsrhona
AVE MEA(415% SHA-3000
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ng" December 44 T4

Professor J.Ballam
Stanford Lincar Accelerator Center

P.0.Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305
USA

Dear Professor Ballam,

Thank you for your letter concerning the 1975 Internatio-
nal Symposium on Lepton and Fhoton Tnteracticns at High Energies
that is to be held at Stanford University on August 21-27, 1.75.

As an International Research Center the Joint Institute

for Nuclear Research would like to have Drs.P.S.Isseev, RN. Fausto

and E.Knapik participate in the above mentioned Symposium. 4s To
the nominees from Soviet Institutes , I have sent copies of your

letter to Professors M.A.lMarkov and I.V.Chuvilo and I hope they
would be able to inform you in time about the Soviet delegation,

TI would kindly like to ask you to have registration forms
and any other available information about the Symposium sent 10
our Institute for Drs. P.S.Issaev, R.1.Faustov and E.Knapik.

Sincerely yours,

g

Profegsor “ooo ltubov
Direct.

Toint TInetitute Tor Nuclear Research
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Symmosiwn Secretary
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GATT SdW November 29,1674

Dear Sir

T have learned fron you~ INirst Totice about 1075 Interinge

tional Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interaction at Hiech ner

cies; I would like to particinate i. tT.

Looltine forward to hear from wou.

Sincerely yours

Leszek Tukaszuk
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collisions).

3. nie "3Sincerely,

LF. Ginzburg

Revartzent of Theoretical
Ingbitute for Mathonabics
Siberiszsn Division |

USSH Loader of Sciences
Hovosihirsl 6300S, USSR.

Thnysics
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August 21-27, 1970

Stanford University
JRGANIZING COMMITTEE
Jhatrman:

». Batlom

‘rogram Chairman:
S.M. Berman

«rrangements Chairman:
F. D. Bloom

1. D. Bjorken
Ww. Chinowsky
5. D. Drell
“J. Gilman
2. Hofstadter
1. F. Mozley

WwW. K.H, Panofsky
MM. i. Perl
3. Richter
R. E. Taylor

Professor K. Lanius
Institut fur Hochenergiephysik
Deutsche Akad. d. Wissensch
Platenanallee 6
Zeuthen/Berlin
Jerman Democratic Republic

November 15, 1974

Dear Professor Lanius:

As you probably know, the 1975 International Symposium of ILaptoun and
Photon Interactions at High Energies will be held at Stanford University.
The dates of the Symposium are August 21-27, 1975. Attendance will be by
invitation only with a total of 430 physicists participating.

For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover all high-
energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproduction, inelastic and
zlastic electron and mucn scattering, colliding beams of electrons and
positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-induced reactions and leptonic final
states in proton-proton collisions.

In order to insure that information about the Symposium is widely
Jisseminated, we are distributing the enclosed notice to many institutions
engaged in high energy physics. We are also plecing annduncements in the
publications PHYSICS TODAY, MEETINGS ON ATOMIC ENERGY and EUROPHYSICS NuWs.

We would greatly appreciate it if you would be willing to take re-
sponsibility in the selection of the German Democratic Republic delegates.
As you can see, the enclosed notice suggests that any physicist who wishes
to attend the Symposium inform us of his interest. As an aid to you, we
will forward the names of all physicists of the German Democratic Republic
who have responded to the Symposium announcement, and we ask you to t=zke
these people into consideration when you receive your allotment of i. .:tices
some time in January 1975. Of course, you will be free to recommend ny
list within the allotment, and we will abide by your choice.

We are looking forward to hosting our colleagues next year and hope
our Symposium will be as successful as those in the recent past.

Sincerely,
&amp;

Prot
Chairmer NN

en
JJlam

gaviiznine Committee

CT
—

Enclosure

MP ” ” 1 -Professor 1. Db. Bloca
te 3 pve de Clg Lm,Shadlrman. Arrangemsnte Subcommittee

Please address ail correspondence to: Symposium Secretory SLAC Telephone
Stanford linear Accelerator Center (413) 854-3300
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford. California $430%
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Professor Chang Wen-Yu
Institute for High Energy Physics
Accdeny of Sciences
Peking
Peoples Republic of China

Dear Professor Chang:

 2 N. Brand
D. Dupen
R. Hofstadter
W.K.H. Panofsky
R. Nelson
Re. Shannon
we Stamp
7, Weisskopt

Afest Address
SLAC, P.O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

Novenber 6, 1474

I understand from Professor R. R. Wilson that on his recent visit
to the Peoples Republic he spoke to you of the upcoming Symposium on
Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energics, to be held at Stanford
University August 21-27, 1975. This Symposium is the next in a series
that has been held every two vears, beginning in 1963, on the subject of
slsctron and photon interacticns. The last was held in Bonn, West Germany
fn 1973, This particular one will, I believe, have a heightened and broader
interest because the subject matter has been expanded to include neutrino
end muon interactions at high energies, as wall as the results from the
sighest energy positron-electron storage rings now in operation at DESY and
SLAC.

As Chalrmazn of the Organizing Comittee for this Symposium, I would
14ka, through you, to extend a warm invitation for high energy physicists
»f the Peoples Republic to participate and would be most appreciauive if
you would serve as the person to select the delegates should such participa-
tion be possible to arrange. Although no numbers of delegates have as yet
bsen officially allocated. we could accomsodate at least ten.

Ha are trying to arrange our schadule so that official imvitations to
individual delegates can be issued by March 1975, and therefore would need
to have your nominations by February 1975. I will send you further details,
such ss preliminary program, as they become avsilable, and of course would
he elad to answer any questions you may have.

We remember with pleasure your last visit to SLAC and both Dr. Panofsky
end I would be pleased to see you and your colleagues again soon. I very
such hope that it will be possible to arrange for a delegation from the
Peoples Republic which I am sure will be beneficial to the international come
pvsity of scientists as well a3 to our respective countries.

T0f a,po 0 :Sincerely wv ura.
=

PL sw
PY, ny on re, EINE. gree sin 4 deBrpareatrnan. The Qrranizing Conmitiea

a Grid dha THis
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G75 in dime ATT 18a syed re 1 Cilyrdy en bn orm rb i sols on mprse1975 International Symposium cn Lenton end Photon Interactions at Hign Energies
August 21-27, 197°

Stanford University
REARIZING COMMIT TEE
‘hairman:

i. Ballom

sragiac Chairman:
5.4. Bermon

Arrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom

J.D. Bjorken
WwW. Chinowsky
5.D. Dreil
F. 3. Gilmon
R. Hofstadter
R. F. Morley
Ww. K. H+. Panofsky
MLL. Perl
B. Richter
R.E. Taylor

Nov. 5, 197.

Professor V. FF. Weiskoif
Department of Fhysics
Massachusetts Institute
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Viki:

off TeTechnology

I understand that you are, or will shortly become, the contact
person for the exchange of high energy physicists with the Soviet
Union. Accordingly, I would like to keep you informed as to what I
as Chairman of the Organizing Committee for the 1975 Lepton-Photon
Symposium, have done in this regard.

~ We have invited two younger Soviet theorists, V. A, Khose from
Leningrad and A. M. Polyakov from Landau Institute to give one-hour
review talks. In addition I have asked Bogolyubov, Chuvilo and
Markov to act as a committee for the selection of Soviet delegates
to the conference. I am attaching copies of all correspondence for
your files.

In addition, I sent a copy of Bogolyubov's letter directly to
him when he was at Rockefeller University during the menth of October
and asked Bram Pais to speak to him about these invitations. Bram did
this and Bogolyubov, although noncommittal, did acknowledge early re-
xeint of the letter.

I also sent an armouncement of the conference to a large group
of Soviet physics institutions, a copy of which is also enclosed.
This is the same letter and the same announcement that we have sent
to other institutions all around the world. I do not know what use
the Soviets will make of these announcements and winether we should
expect any individual responses at all, but we decided to treat the
Soviet's like everyone else in the hopes that something good might
ome of it.

I would appreciate any comments or suggestions you might have
as to future negotiations with the Soviets in connection with the
Symposium. I would also like to know 1f you want to play a more
active role in this particulsr negotiation, or is it swiTicicnt

 SR ACN TV STATA 4 Ar AM EER rx wee. - RAS

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Acceleralor Center
P.O). Box 434%
Yeanfeard Coalifarniao 43048

SLAC Telephone
(415) §54~3300



Professor Ve Fo WelskolD
Nov. 5, 197k
Page 2

for you to be informed of the various steps along the way?

Best resad

(

ar Al

“rman, Organizing Comaittec

TH: him

see:  Bermen, Bloom; Nelson, Panofskv
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Oeholer 30, 1974

Symnhosium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
FoCe Row 4349
Stanford. California 94305
T5 A

ear Collearues,

In connection with wvour First Notice snnouricing the 1975 S»mposiun
on Lapton end Photon Interactions at Stanford. I just like to inform wou
that I am interosted in attending tne confieraonce.

EY -

Tan mone
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[ralibviy, 23.11.1974.

Prof. J. Ballean

Chairmen, Organizing Committee

Prof. B.D. Dloom
Chairmen, Arrangements Subcommittee

Dear Sirs,

Then% you for your letter of October 15, 1974.
I feel much honoured by your suggestion thet I should
take the responsibility inthe selection of Zolish
jelegates to the 1975 Internetional Bymposiun on Iepton
and Photon Interactions at High Incrgies vhich will be
held at the Stenford University, snd I hereby express

ny agreement to your proposal.

I am looking forwerd to the list of the nemes
&gt;f Polish physicist willing to participate. They vill de
of course bteken in considerstion. hccording bo my knowledge
there are quite a few people in Poland interested in the
subject. hs you probably know, we have some difficulbics
in foreign currency and smaller in travel cxpensces.
511 there factors must be tekken into account. |

Wishing you good succcess in the Symposium to tho
henefit of High Energy rfhysics

I remain

rnoincerelitnecerely wvj TNTVOVOours

Ty. Ra — noProfecoaor
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DEPARTMENT O¥ PHYSICS

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 931] 06

12 April 1974

Professor P.A. Cherenkov
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute
Leningsky Prospect, 53
Moscow, USSR

Dear Professor Cherenkov:

Thank you for your letter of March 21, 1974 and the welcome
news that two physicists from your laboratory can participate in
our NAL experiment 25. I have given this information to the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission and NAL and have learned of the procedure
to be followed in order to arrange this collaboration officially.

The first step is for me to obtain some information which
I will then pass along to Dr. Goldwasser at NAL, who can then request
approval from the USAEC for the stay at NAL of Dr. Belousov and Dr.
Govorkov. ‘fhe information needed is 1) brief bicgraphical data
about Dr. Belousov and Dr. Govorkov, 2) when they could arrive at
NAL, 3) how long they can stay at NAL, and 4) whether the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR will pay for their housing at NAL.

From our standpoint the sooner Dr. Belousov and Dr. Govorkov
could arrive at NAL, the better. Construction of wire proportional
chambers and much other work is going on there now, and they could
be very helpful. Installation of equipment in the experimental area
will start this summer and some beam testing will start this autumn.
It is always difficult to know how long an experiment will take,
especially with the complicated scheduling at NAL, but it would be
hice if Belousov and Govorkov could stay at least through the summer
of 1975.

) Regarding lodging, it would be much simpler if the Academy
of Sciences could pay for that at NAL, but if that is impossible,
we can perhaps arrange to take care of it. NAL has apparently
agreed to provide medical services.

I am very hopeful that we can make all the arrangements
to carry out the Lebedev-UCSB collaboration. However, the necessary
first step is for me to cbtain the information mentioned above, sO
I hope to be hearing from someone at your laboratory soon.

Sincerely, oo
Gnd ) ‘ C edetnell
pavid O. Caldwell
professor of Physics

OC +55 EF
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JC.aE Fermilab Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

P.O. Box 500 « Batavia, Illinois « 60510

Directors Office

April 18, 1975

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
Physics Department
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

L recently had occasion to review correspondence concerning
one of our collaborative experiments with physicists from the
USSR. I found a copy of the enclosed letter to I. Smolin, who
had been a political negotiator, participating with Petrosyants
and with the Soviet scientists during our various conversations.

The point of interest is the last paragraph of the
letter which confirms the report that I made at the New
Orleans conference. At that time, Chuvilo and Baldin
expressed a certain degree of surprise and disbelief that
permission for scientists' wives to work for pay had been
denied by the Russian side. Although I have no answer in
writing from Smolin, I think it is quite clear from the
content of my letter that the facts were as I reported them.

Sincerely,

N &gt;

Edwin L. Goldwasser

Enclosure

oC J. Teem with encl.



NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LABORATORY £3 PO. BOX 500
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
TELEPHONE 312 231-6600
DIRECTORS OFFICE

July 11, 1972

Dr. I. Smolin
State Committee on the Utilization

of Atomic Energy
Moscow
JSSR

Dear Dr. Smolin:

First let me say how well the collaboration with the Nikitin
group has been working out. They have assembled their equipment
and set it into operation in a test area, and they are now in the
orocess of installing it in the accelerator where it will finally
be used.

We were very pleased that Drs. Mukhin, Kaftanov and Zakharov
were able to come in June for the purpose of developing a proposal
for a new collaboration on an experimentonananti~neutrino 3
bombardment of a neon-hydrogen mixture in our 15-foot bubble
chamber. They arrived very well prepared, and although they |
caught our physicists at a very busy time, it was possible to work
out a complete proposal in the few days that were available and
to put it into the hands of the Program Advisory Committee prior
“0 their meeting on July 3.

As you know, we had already received a proposal from an
American group for a similar experiment subsequent to the
initial submission of the letter of intent by the USSR-USA
collaboration, but previous to the submission of their final
oroposal. We therefore had a serious problem to decide how best
to proceed with the interesting physics experiment that is in
suestion.

We believe we now have an appropriate solution which is
Jescribed in the enclosed copy of the letter which Dr. Wilson
has delivered today to Dr. Mukhin, who is currently acting as
scientific spokesman for the experiment. For your information,
I am also enclosing a copy of the companion letter which will be
sent to the US group which has proposed to carry out the same
ohysics experiment. You will see that we are committing ourselves
to preferential treatment of the USSR-USA collaboration. We are
certain that the confidence that we are placing in them and in
their ability to turn out good work is well deserved.



Smolin July 11, 1972

I trust that whatever details remain to be concluded
with regard to the Annex to the Protocol which refers to this
~ow experiment can be promptly resolved.

I should like to make two further comments to you in this
letter. As we have previously suggested, the problem of transport-
2zicn for members of the Nikitin group has become an increasingly
serious one on and around the NAL site. It would have been far
setter for them to have used their available funds to purchase
aovoroximately three relatively reliable used cars than to spend
=11 that money on a single, new Volkswagen microbus. As the
“ukxhin group begins to take up residence in the NAL area, it
will be even more important that adequate transportation be
oxovided. I would again suggest that if a sum of money is avail-
2hle, comparable to that which was used for the Kuznetsov~Nikitin
croup, serious consideration be given to the purchase of two or
three used cars which could then even be shared between the two
7isiting groups.

One further matter concerns the morale of the wives of the
first group of scientists who arrived on site, It is my under-
standing that in response to my request of you in Washington,
cexmission has not been granted for these ladies to be employed,
even if it were possible for us to make arrangements of that kind.
I have not yet received a direct response from you to my question,
so I hope that the indirect report that I have received may be in
error. I do not yet know that there are useful jobs for which
we could use any or all of these ladies in the coming months.
32t if there were, we would like to proceed to apply for the
oxoper kinds of visas so that they could accept work if it
=2came available.

Sincerely,
\

Edwin L..Goldwasser

Znclosures:
Wilson to Mukhin, #180
“Wilson to Bingham, #172
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
JRGANIZING COMMITTEE

chairman:
J. Ballam

rogram Chairman:
S.M.Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom

1. D. Bjorken
W. Chinowsky
5. D. Drell
£. J. Gilman
2. Hofstadter
RF. Mozley
~. K.H. Panofsky
M. L. Perl
3. Richter
RE. Taylor

April 16, 1975

Professor A. Markov
USSR Academy of Sciences
Leninsky Prospekt 14
Moscow B-71, USSR

Dear Professor Markov:

I have sent you several notices and reminders concerning the
Soviet representation at the Lepton-Photon Symposium, but have had
no reply as of this date.

Since we must make a final allocation of the delegates by May 15,
I urge you to send me the names of the Soviet delegates immediately.
[If I do not hear from you by May 15, I will assume that you do not
intend to use the 22 reservations and will reduce the allotment to
10 which I will keep in reserve until June 15.

Again, I hope that we will have an adequate representation of
Soviet physicists at the Symposium.

Sincerely yours,

J. Ballam, Chairman
Organizing Committee

JB: hm

cc: I. Chuvilo

N. Bogolyubov

2CC V. Weisskopf
C. N. Yang
W.K.H. Panofsky
£. Bloom
S. Drell
R. Nelson

2

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford. California 94305

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300
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UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195
September 19, 1975

Department of Physics, BJ-10
Dr. B. T. Dolomiets
Chairman .of the Program Committee
c/o Dr. V. M. Lyubin
Secretary of the Organizing Committee
A. FF. Ioffe
Physico~-Technical Institute
162021 Ieningrad
USSR

Dear Dr. Kolomiets:

It was disturbing to receive your letter of September 9th
notifying me that our abstract was mailed too late to be
included in the program and the book of abstracts. Our abstract
was mailed on July 2 which was in advance of the time that we
received the second notice of the Conference. As you may recall,
the first notice of the Conference was sent out in the fall of
last year when the Conference was to occur on its originally
scheduled time in June. This first notice had set January 15
as the deadline for abstracts but had stated that a second
notice would come out before that giving details for submitting
abstracts. As you recall, no such second notice was sent out
and the Conference was postponed from June to the present November
18-24.

As you can well understand this chain of events made me
and my colleagues more cautious in sending in an abstract and
making the necessary arrangements to attend until we had some
assurance that the meeting would actually occur at all. When
extracts from the second notice were sent to my colleague,we©
could find no statement of the deadline for receiving abstracts
We finally decided to send in our abstracts on July 2 as noted
above. We felt safe that we were within any time deadline
since none was mentioned in the extracts from the second
notice and our abstract was submitted before receiving the
2nd notice.

When the second notice did finally come we noted that again
there was no deadline mentioned for receipt of abstracts.

In view of these sequence of events, I most strongly
protest the fact that our abstract was not included in the
program and in the booklet of abstracts,atthevery least as
a post-deadline paper. It should be the responsibility of the
program committee to try to compensate for the confusion and
last minute changes that they had introduced. There should



Dr. B. T. Dolomiets
September 19, 1975
Page 2

be no question that our abstract which was submitted 4 1/2
months before the conference date should be included in the
program. Once you accepted responsibility for holding the
conference you must live up to the obligations of running the
conference in a manner that is consistent with international
scientific standards.

Sincerely yours,

E. A. Stern
Professor of Physics

EAS/jm
cC:e Kerwin

Fritzsche
Stuke
Neisskoff
Sayers
Lytle
Crozier
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SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON AMORPHOUS AND LIQUID |
SEMICONDUCTORS

Leningrad—USSR.November18-24,197:

September 9, 1975

Prof. E.A.Stern

Dept. of Physics,BJ=10
Jniversity of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195
JSA

Dear Prof. Stern,

We regret very much that your abstract was
mailed too late to be included in the program and in
the booklet of abstracts.

The methods and results of your paper seems to be

very interesting and if attend the Conference and there
ls a free "hole" in the current schedule,the time may
Je allotted to you for oral presentation.

Enclosed please find the second notice of the Con-
ference with the registration form.

Sincerely yours,

Lorn 7
B.TeKolomiets
Chairman of the
Program Committee
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MEETING TO CONSIDER INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF A HIGH~ENERGY ACCELERATOR

29 and 30 July, 1964
[AEA Headquarters, Vienna, Austria

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

The CERN Group

Dre JeBs Adams
Professor E. Amaldi
Mr, J.H, Bannier
Professor We. Jentschke
Sir Harry Melville
Professor FP, Perrin
MY o Fe de Rose
Professor V.F. Weisskopf

Advisers

Mre ReSteds Walker
Dre. A. Schoch
Observer

Professor Wo, Thirring

UsSeAs
Dr, J.P: Blewett, Brookhaven
Dre Lede Haworth, Director, National Science Foundation
Dre WeK.H, Panofsky, Stanford
Dr: R: Rollefson, State Department
Dr. G.F. Tape, UsSsAsE.C. Commissioner for Research
Dr. R. Walker, California Institute of Technology

UsSeSeRa
Professor N¢Ns Bogolyubov, Dubna
Professor V.Il,. Vekgler, Dubna,

9103/e



SUMMARY BY THE CHAIRMAN

Topics dealing with the construction of an Intercontinental Accelerator

Participants of the Meeting discussed the various aspects
and arguments in favour of the construction of accelerators of much
righer energy and intensity than the ones presently under construction
and operation.

I . The discussions confirmed that:

(a) Accelerators of an energy considerably higher
than 300 GeV would be so large and costly to
build and exploit that it is reasonable to
investigate the possibility of an intercontinental
collaborative effort which would involve the three
groups represented at the Meeting, and

(b) Construction of particle accelerators up to
300 GeV should not be considered as parts of
such an intercontinental effort among the three
ZIYoUPS.

2 It was noted that many non-technical problems must be resolved
before an intercontinental accelerator programme could be established.
It is hoped that a future meeting can address itself to methods of
dealing with these questions as well as to the necessary scientific
and technical matters.

Se The scientific, technical, organizational and financial
problems involved are of such magnitude that, should a decision bc
reached to construct such an accelerator, it could not be expected
to be in operation before twelve to fifteen years.

Ae It was agreed to invite the Director-General of the IAEA
bo maintain contact with each group with a view of callingafurther
meeting of the present group at the appropriate time.

3102/¢
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II. Other forms of collaboration

Je It was agreed that world-wide collaboration among’ the
different centres of high-energy physics should be expanded. In
particular the exchange of scientists should be continued on a larger
scale and should also include groups of accelerator experts,

Dv Furthermore, the participants agreed to approach IUPAP and
the Governments concerned with the request to encourage the partici-
sation of experimental teams from other countries in the work at
accelerator laboratories. Such participation would be useful in
particular in connection with the most powerful accelerators in ope-
ration or under construction, It was considered useful for such
sarticipation to include the use of equipment brought by the visiting
beams.

9102/¢
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OFENING OF THE MEETING BY THE DIRTCTOR GFNERAL OF THE IAEA

tire Eklund, Director Ganoral of "tho IAEA, welcemad ropresentotives
to what would clearly bo a mont impcefant Jdlscvasion, in view of the
ANC IMONS potentinlition of hilgh~cunaGy edu lorators. The Agoney's
pesition in the matter wns rkin to thas ployed by UNESCO An the esbeblich-
ment of CERN, | It vos gled to plnay Ate foollitios at the rartioipents’
Aisposal and would ba glad to off&gt;r eng @Oniimuing servioa ragquired ag no
result of the Mooding.

Ha recalled that the {irnt initietive on his hnrd boen teken at the
sovonth regular session of the Conorsl Conforonnsg, when he had akon reve

tage of the presence of leading colentinta frem ths Soviet Union, tho United

States end Western Purope to hewn Inforunl dinoucsions on the desizohility
of a maating to consider inkornetionnl co~oparation in tho eonstrvotion rnd

oporationofahigh-energy accalarnior. It hod tokoa rather longar fo
arrange the present Meeting then hed nt fivot been antlclpatoad, and Mathar
informsl discussions had been NOCH ITY. Am oa vemult of those diunnarlons
he ond Wr. Waisckopf, Dirsctom Conayel of ORAN, had drama up tho follouing
proposed egandns

Reviow of the melenf{ifie and toobuienl justifiontion
for the comatrunchion of a wvovy large rorticle

nagalarntor.

4 Gtamination of tho f-ofers datorndning the Elmo-tnhlo
of plenning and agneiruction

(a) Taelmical foofors
(v) Admini abratinn factory
(0)  Politicrl frohare

Study of nocoaseyry fr-aadinta abops to ba doken foumrds
roglication of thy noodnal.

Other forms of improving Intoomationnl oollabarehion
in highe~anarey phat an.

It was not difficult to think of other guastions whlch would heva to ba

ragolved before any mich scoolerntor was build (0ags coat md dootpn) « borg
Lt seomerl that those could be left to a mibaagquont stags. For the poiaond



the Agenoy assumod that the prosence of poriloipants from tho three notions
or reglons concerned betokened +tholr willingness to co-operate in the fiald
of high-energy physios. The present Meeting affordod sn opportunity for
them to disouss the solentifiec and nlso, he hoped, to momo extent, tho
wdminintrative aspects of the quostion. In his view, tho minimum nchiave-
mont the Weoting should aim at wera the establishmant of machinery for con-
tinuing co~oporetion in high-onorey physios, Ha regretted that owing to
his involvement with the proparaticng for the Canova Conferenca, he would ba
unable to attend ell the dlecunzions, but Mr. Solipwon, Doputy Director
Gensral for Research and Icotores, end Mr. Koepin, Chief of ths Renenrah
Division's Physics Sootion, wonld bo evaileble end would keep him informad
of the outcome.

He understood 1t wns gonnrnlly aoreed that Hr. Wolsshopf should aot
ag Chairman.

Mrs WolnglopfFockfhefh-dr.
The CHAIRMAN thenited poriiclronts for the eonfidence ploesd in bin

and expraspod theiy gratitude tn th» Mreeter Ganoral of tha Agenay for his
initiative in arranging end oonvening tha Masting and for the proparaticns
ho hed made to give it evoxy ohirmor of meeosd. Ho thought thot this lw
would be heat served by keaplng the dlaovsnieng so infermel on ponaibln

ADOPTION OF THR AGRHDA

MrsTOGOLYUDOV proprasd 1a dolodien of tome 2(B) oud (e), nich be
nid Mr. Welzgeler hed no eredentinlea to dinranms,

Ves TAPE gadd that he cppiocaintsd tho difficuld poslfiion in «hiah
the USSR raprosontativon found Lhomanlvng, Cx tha other head 14 won lane
to him that oven when exemining +h Locolwmioel faehors, the rating vonld he
hound to toush on somo ab lenod of tha ndrinda trative foobors, Whila bio hed
no objeation to deleting dtma (Db) od (eo) from tha opande, ha bop! Sheet,
hearing in mind what tha Chodfrmen hed paid rasnrding the informal nebery of
kha digoumeions, participonts world foal Cros fo dlsovea edeiniabenlio ond
p0lition) factors to tha extont thoy folk abla to do po.

Vp. WEXELER agreod thet whils tha Mooting should f onl fraa to
axehange viewn over the wholo »ongn of problems invelved, spoalfie wenbion
of administrative end politicel {eabtora ohould ba doletod fram tha gain,



The GHATLRIAN, pointing out that items 2 end3wouldin any oan be
hound to overlap in practice, nckod whathar it was agreed that itama 2(b)
end (0) should be delotod, on the understanding that participants ghould
feel froe to commont and, if they so wished, mut questions regording tha
ndministrative and politionl Cnotors to whatever extent they alt eble to
10 ao.

It wos soorrand,

IGVIEW OF TUE SCIENTIFIC AND TRMMATCAL JUSTIFICATIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A VERY LARGE PARTICLE ACCELBRATOR (Item 1 of ‘the Agonds)

The CHAIRMAN, stressing that he wn giving only hia peroonal vlows,
321d that the past three or four yonis had highlighted what might bo tormed

the "third spectroscopy". It had baen found that strongly internating
rerticles hed a struoture which von dn mony points markedly reminlaoosut of

the atom and the nuolsus. Jor nrennle, seloubicts had found that grr
partioles had excited staton, bavyonn bocouing hypercng or exeltad
resonances. The differenno wing thob, if ona disoonted what gaamad +o
him the rather optimiatio prognenaa of mon 1ika Chow, thore wan nob yok

sven an approximate dynemie th-cvy in cxplein tha “epaetroncorio! rhenomane
Cound at the level of thane recently diacovared perticlen, Tt wan tho

beak of physicists to explore tho sonaona for the wroctrossorle gtruaturd,
hich wos of courge of fimdomentel Impevtonac, A shart hed hosn meds,
The SU3 results had rovonlad rornles Ltlea rich oould ba trpead bo aretaly

aroupay end thogo ragulathtize » the ret of my lad +o Lo fom, Tn hha
new world of subenucleor phyoien, bod lend fo pradicocticn of +hn om
pertiole, On the othar hd £inddns nn rogmdovity wan a for ony fron

digoovaring on explanations TH rng onnn, rroliminary study of the
rogularities which hod boon found cuppnntad thal the eyetom of bryos
nagons, ontl=-baryons, ata, wea oo enmpoolio mrotan, dell panting om
atill simpler world, The hypoisharla bed avon bein advonsed that tho

haryon conzlstzd of thon aeomphonend pee iiolog, Tn bio oun TIA, IR
vould probehly turn out to he sn ovar-cinplifioatlon, buh tha faak thn?
seh n hypothaosis could bas advinoad rhnvad that physielste had ropehsd $7
point whore further invostigatlon of tho ridila nea eontad by the puhbe
nualepp particles wag Impavative.

It wan elon that the prehlem aotld not bo solved with tha precont
manhines and that the key tn them 1ry in naine Wichne onerrica, Thats wie



st111 no evidence as:to whothar tho predicated partioles bolow tha level
of baryons wore long- or short-lived; tha answertothatquestionwould
clearly affect the type of mznchinae that would be nsedod in ordsr to
digoovor them. Leaving questions of typo evids, howsvor, 1% wna indnhit-
nble that higher energins would ba required if thelr existence wns to Da
demonstrated. |

Another purpose for vhleh vory high enarpey evocolerators wors
raquired was the study of work intorneticons (es distinot from electro

magneto, nuelear and gravimatric Intornotions), regarding which vory ithe
wes still knowns  Attowmpts to dopenadrote tha oxlstones of what wea onllad
the "intermadiate boson, vhioh wru khourht $5 bo the vehicle for enah

internotions, had yieldsd no enanora with tha prosont machinog. Toys
powerful machines ghould revoal whathar tha axplenation for gnoh raantlong
was to be sought in terms of the Jubormadinty booen or not - altho 14
sas true that for that purpose it might ba enfrlolenttogo to 300 Oa,
rather than 1000 GaV which wonld probably ho required to eromina horrena,
9t0. |

igh ensrgy rhyelos vn nopatines rogandad er In the naturs of
ehatruse theorizing, utterly romata £xom athap dlooiplinea pnd with ro
bearing vhataver on tho evoyydyrrovld. An a sraevhecd of aokenua 1h wan
parhapa inevitobls that 1 echould clvo that Lepreagion, but the zanond

 dMgecoveryofveryhigh—ensryy n:nlosiong in rlnotie gyrtama shag End ir
examining intaractiona at the Tove pad mb-henyen levala phyalel als wars
not dealing with pomathing which ricved ON vrrh in tha rand world of
axporience) as it scemad voiy Likely that tha cxploglona in quaptlinng wore
of roughly the samo enerey venen on thaon shiah ware now Laing rag artad ne
nenessary in order to gopunatn the cuprosad ecasdlinents of par tislas of
the baryon type. By tho wry of Tiealen ranators end be mn oven sre

arbent by the use of fade ami len, provi dad SUS Nao Bars foncthle,
mankind was alrendy trencportirg sehr barr i hore pgondd ato to sooth,
30 the foot that such enorglen co Tha Tooting wna ab present aoned doing

ware not oncountered on onvth vega no proonend sooinet proseing om lth
such research. Indeed, ho footed thal iF wenhind was vewdllingbodopa
tha nacessary rosournes for furiher resanreh Inko the fandsmantnld of
matter, 1t would - to view pelenes oa en inverted pyremid - lop off tho
boso with tho result that The rome indse would wither zwoy. Otho
sclontifie fields wora nodinrally entitled to thelr folr shora of tha
wellable resources ma wally Lut dn his viow it vag nob vnrangcnnlla +o



ask that ten par csnt of ths total amount devoted to solentifio resenrch
should ba assigned to high~encrgy physiesy and that would ha approximatoly
what would be required 3f on aocolarator of the order of magni tuds nt
present undor consideration wore aonptruotad, wi thont at the some timo pro-
judioing other work in hond, Tha praoosoent juno ture wan in his view amtelnd
becnuso progress in high~encrgy plyeics cocurred in big quantum Jumpag
rothor then in a stondy mrva, cad Lf the proeontd opportuni ty vaxn loot 44
might be meny years before a wimilnr opportunity oonurred egoine Whntevor
the outooms of tho present Mnting, ha thought all those rresont phould nok
themselves whether they woro not in dengar of lotting the conse ngainst oon-
struotion of a very high-enargy caerlerator go by defoult, through not
insisting sufficiently on tha naed for one,

Mr. PANOFSKY said he wenld 1ika to montionafow spacific points
in additiontothemors genorel polnka alrerdy roferzed fo hy tho Chad pr
with a view to clarifying tha npprord mete anarcy region in torms of whloly
the Meoting should be thinkinz. 1% wea tpporbont fo do so hoooura palbher
physicists nor exparimentoliato nar nonalorator ccnstruetora had my Tongory
any very cloar idoen rognyding tho probebla enarry rons of tha poh
zanaraticn of machines, still lens of tho ronapation afdor that. To dadpe
from past experience, the aheleo of povrsnat:vg for future seszlarators
should be approeched with hrmildiz. cn most provicun poeolaretors hod haan
built for the wrong rogers In zel-fien fo the mein rome obbalial (rom
thom, In other worda, povemeloze had hacen ehorsn with oo viow to folowing
up portiouler 1inas of rosanr nh, viorena In preatlen, hy tha flu the
neoalerators hod bean Tullt, olla Lira hod proved mars rewarding. Wind
over porumathrs wera now solached fav dha propessd seoslovaters the cholo
ronld In all probubllity tuvn ovh de bo only roetiolly aozrned, dn dha
light of hindsight,

| Ona point which eghonld Bo Boros $n dnd wes that a hi ghar-one rey

nnohine ment a highar=lntoned tr poooliinn, whieh vould of couran reoapoak
inoreasing difficulties po ropa Bia ding atae tha hishos tho 2alegels
ka whinh ene wand.

One argument in fevour of n ve ry hlgh~enargy meohing econatiunbed om on
intoroontinentnl bests tea thot the goood nry or exboranl bo ama prodnesd
on puch a meohine ooul d ha uaaed to doralep Indepandent Aproat en of
which 1t might bo LFLI@L EL to rake Fall veo wile fi thoe vorn uead by hasan

Coe : : : .

from more than one ‘sown try or raslon. Tha Footing ehounld not think enly



in terms of constiuetion cost but should also boar in mind operating eosta,
which over a pariod of yoors could sesily equal tho initinl oonstmiation |
sogte Maximum utilization of tho machine wes therefore epsontisl.

In order to explores the olootro-mognotie sitructurs of unstable
particles it would de dogirohle to go up to 1000 GeV in order to goh
appreciably inoreased momantum trensfor in the contre of mong.

Another rangson for godng to nk loest 700 GaV wng thot vacant onl-

culations made in regnrd to the beryen ootot and tho mason ootat had,

surprisingly, given very poournto fits for the maps intervals, which
suggisted, ra the Chalxmen het slxardy seld, thet thoes prrtdolon waka in
fact composite forms of pariinlen of mach honvriay mag,

Machines of approximotoly thot onerey renga might also ba expaghnd
to confirm or rafuts the volidlity of tha prosent madols pooaptod in hish-
snargy physics.

On the administrative ride, At would undoubtedly toka more Sime to

ot an intercontinontal projoot off tha gronnd, end that plan wan an ora
nent for siming at a reno wall boron? that of ths present ganareition of
nachineg.

FrogJEERRIN  agvond 1dbh Foo Fennfely thot 1% woo very 0L0fdmmll
ho datermine what wes tho book oncivy wrens for thie propscad nbs rood ine

bal machina, Hin prommonta wooendy horny, bo point bo tha connote! rn
that +ho highor tho encrpy tha hott.

Mee ADAMS pedd that good corvacaty hed Lorn ndyrnned for op Boe
enorzy machine with en enoroy weve pppreslvatoly eno order of west fade

highor than tha procont meohltyoe. Prom ths toalmlesl point of view ha

we falrly confident that It wer $n Ble Gey hiadld a 200 (eV fonohinay ho
had not the sams degree of omni” Yan rheut on 1000 Ca¥ maching - 1 fd ht
ba posnible, but thet socmed fo 4 rhent bh mht bo which ong eanld
nopira at present.

With regard to tha Ch alamoteeromexlngbo did nob this hat Ly
of the Covarnmonta ropresonted ef tho Mating wished to held ragenyoh An
hi gh-onergy rhysica; ths only quasticn wma al vhat rate to continua,
The time-sosle wos indeod tha erpalal problem, IP g short could ba mada
on the next generation of nations) ox roglonal aseslernbors in two or
three years! time, thoy should bo nomplotad by the soxly 10s. Th vos



11fficult to see how a stort could be made on na 1000 GeV machine until the
300 GoV machines wero in operation, If the seme kind of tima-sonle hald
good, that would monn that the 1000 GeV mmohine would not como into oparn-
tion until the '80s. Ho doubted vhather Lt wns renlly feasible to ontop
into oommitmants for go long shod. IH therofore secmad to him that if
intercontinental oco-oparation in tho oonatruetion of 6 high-onerry
acoalerator wore aonsidoxed dosirnbla and foauible, 1t would bo nagaanniy
to reconsidor the present tonintivo plana for oonstruoting 300 GaV moohirne
nationally or regionally and entoblish intercontinental co-oporakion |

already for that stapga.

Mr.WEKSLER srid thot phyoteodsts ob loeat ware very interested in
the possibilities that would be effordad by a 1000 CoV mochina.  Tharn
wore howsver serious difficultien. In tho firat places the machines

already available wore atill of comparabivaly zooout dete snd wars ohill
yielding new information. Secondly, Lt would, he thoushh, take ab lanat
10« 15 yoars to g0lve ell tho soomdrdetentiva and fineniel probloma eannsal
ed with constructionofa1000 Ca¥ muahina, Roferonca nd alrendy boon
made to the question of operating conto. frporiencn ot Dubna hed ohomm
that the total ‘operating costa for 2 period of five yoora smonnked ho double
the initial construction cont, TFevibly, howe sure Shab within tha 10=~ 15
years which would be nacdad hoforn rueh np rnehina wn built, aolentt iin and
technical edvongas would be med? vioh mich rendsr the wochine ohaolelbe
before 1t was ever comploted.

~The CIATRMAY “anid, with reread fo Mr, Aden! pomerla, thet Blin
Tigh Energy Commlttes of IUDPAP bad reeand on pony provionsly thoh ooftaliros
tion of eeoelerators vp to 300 CoV ohould br xoagarded aa roglonclon
netional projscts and mora pot rrnaloraboras an inborocntinanin?
pro jeota. There wan no ronson hoon or why bho rrosent Moodlug has ld ned
roview that decision snd pond D0 30 Lt thenghd fit.

re AVALDT noid thal one xroroa for oztabhlishing ha odviding Ian
nt 300 OaV hod boon that 14 hod hora Fal thot thot won the nurse Vimit of
aconlerators built esocording to prosont Eartnigquan. Home povarinl ssmohinor
yonld not ba just tha exinting mnehinag on a lorrer Basle, bab pars hing
basically difforont.

He thought it wor aloer thal sooner or lator 3+ would begoms

amreasonable, and would abrovrb a dizpromarbtionnte cravat of rations) or



rogional rosources, both absolutely end velative to other fields, to continue
with separate projoots; Boone or lator intercontinental oo~oparation wonld
bocoms a necessity. "The only question was whother euch co-opsration should
begin pt the 300 CaeV level or highor. Ono arpgrment for golng to tho 1000
JeV level vas the timo~gsoales owing to differsncas in orgsaizetion end
administration, an intorcontinantnl projoot would, ns had basn 921d, tolo
probably twloe as long to ¢at going vas 2 national or regional project. If
it wna decided to build a 300 G2V mrohinog es an intercontinentel projemob,
it would probably not como into op-vntion boforo tha late "704, tli;
regionally or nationally, such mrobinsa chould be ready by tho oarly 1701,
by which time high-enercy rhyalelats wonld plrondy bo very impatient to nas
them. The conclusion was that tho countrias ond rogionn conceornad should
90 ahasd with their projsota fox 300 CAV machines and should bo proparsd to
take the next step togathoxry but if thoy wore to do eo, that meent thot

thoy must already now -bogln preparing tha ground.

It was not a question of dcaipn or oven tha preclas enarey lovals
those matters need not bo doeided for cows tims ond evan altar thoy had

been decided changos gould ba madn if t2chnologingd, Lmprovemanta mada how
necesasxy. If it was hopoad thot colantifleorfochnoloeoglonlpreoacase
would mele it possible to obicin tha denlrad vod in withent having
recourse to such exponaiva maohince, he could only sey thes exparizans made
him skepticale What always heppoaaddnenoheirovmatenoss won not that
the cogt wos raduced but thet diving of Who Improved af ficienay una
telen in order to Jnoranaa tho pov ~ire

Yep, PLETETT sadd thot moor rmoploey dn dhe Ualdnd Sintens ef Lonat,
vould not agree that the prozont boohniquan could nok ba cnbpneolatoel ko
nechines of 1000 CoV or more. Thy gran ordsdng on Teng-harn projocka ab
Brookhaven had pgreod thes Lf yoda bo viralietlotothinkAn farmn of »
stort baing made on a 050 OoVrchiin fon of Toast Live yourisg that hatne
30, 1t had been ngrood that corstiasation should ha glean fo Prndenanhet
quastiona of daosigns In obthor wero, tha dlmpoovementa voforrad be Ty Br
 ftekelor would mot be Forma wnlover thona eonestrad Looked for thom.

Mr,ADAMS pedd thorn vo vodonbladlyngoodoees for building a
machine in tha rangs hahuaen £00-200017pndepproximstaly 1000 Ca¥. = On
the other hand he was hot entirely sure thet thore was metitleatlon for
several machines in that ronsa.
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He agreed with Mr. Penofsky that technological improvements wore
not likely to lead to a reduction in construction costs. For example,
the alternating gradient had repreocentaed a great breakthrough, yot
Berkeley had cost ss moh an CER.

Nr,WALKER soid that portiocle physicists in the United States
were already impatient for a 200 GaV mmohine end proliminary plenning for
such a machine was alrandy undoxviey. Yot thara vould be no gnp of nt

least 13 years betweon the Droclthavon and CERN machines and the proponod
200 CoV machine. An intercontinontal projsct for constructionofa
larger machine would entail altogether unaccaptable delay unless a start
mere made at once on the preliminorxy on~oxrdination end eo-oporation that

would bs required.

Mr. TAPE pointed out, in roply to tho siggestion that an
intercontinental project would bo Inofficlent as compnrad with a nationnl
or regional project, that it vms somatimos necssenyy to put up with loan
than optimum effiolency 4f that wna tha only vey of gatting somathing
done. Most 4f not all particlpondso egrosd that thore worn good 1ascona
for constructinga200«300 GaV mrohine, and in his view it loy wlthin
the capacity of the three nations or regions ropresented to do so, both
ng regards cost and as regerds molontifio mrupowor. With regard to n

3t11l larger machine, it might wall ha thot tho United States, for
instencs, would like to bvild such a wrrchine on its own but ha waa by ne
moans oexrtaln that 1t wonld foerl fuatifiod in doing so, in view of tha
sther domands on ita financiel rnd phyoionl rouonroos.

Mra BOGOLYUBOVpoldthatovenif4% wore sguoed in prineipls to
build a very powerful machina cn on Intsroontinontal basla, noe roel pro

gross could be moda, with rornrd to doggie, cosh eatlnmaton or anything

#lgo, until the thooretlocions had Zndieplod precisely whob tyra of
problems they vighed tha machine to holp them to oolvo.

Myo WALKER asdd that an Nr. Penofeky hod alrendy obaaxyad, ranh
B point of view was guitio wnrenliatic in tha light of exporloner, Un»
amphacized that very high-energy phynios wes s4ill in tha exploratory
strgo, and even in tha past, vhen the ground hod been batter mapped,
nccelerators had of ton proved most productive in quite mnozpaoctad
directions.
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¥r,PANOFSKY said that in his view Mr. Adoma was right in saying
that the oruolal question was the time sonle. There wers mony examples
in the history of solenco to show thnt unless imratus were maintained in
a particular field, and on fairly ropld rate of progress, stagnation gat.
int ‘it wos not the nature of solenca to progress slowly end stondlly,
but by bursts. There wera alao many eases vharae solenes had boon put on

the wrong tack by relying exclusively on ons unchacked cat of rasultay
in other words, to onawer Mr. Ademn' quostion, it might wall be daniratle
ko have two or thres laberatoriss at the 200-300GoVlevel,forpurposon
of oross-checking.

Of course no-one knew what tho future held in the wny of teohnolo-

gloal improvements, but hs thought those at prosont rapresentad had agreed
at Dubna that there was nothing in prospoat at the pressnt time ~ including
supsr-conductors = which wan 1ikoly to lerd $0 sensational davelopmantn in
accelerator design, at loast pa for na oiroul or rocoleratora wore oonoarnad.

Mr. HAYWORTH said that avon if participants maintainad thoaly
previous view that the dividing lino hatwaon g'optonal/netional end intor-
oontinental projects should be met at 300 G=¥ it wag esnontisl,,inviewof
the difficulties which all had strenned, to begin thinking sors bisly ab
onoe about the &gt; 300 GaV =taga, not in tormas of dagign, for the foxy good
reasons given by Mr. Wokelor and Jr. Amaldl, Bui in torms of the moohinsry
thot would be required to put puch n projoot into effect, In hih view tha
pim of the present Meating chonld Lo tn maka arrenganonts to bogin aontin-
uous planning, administrative and diplomntio, to propera for tho pert
generetion machine, whethor it weg fo bo of 2000 CaV or mova, whobhar of the

strong-fooussing type or soma ofthar tyro otill to ho dovelopad, In onder
that the three countries or roglcna concerned should ba Jointly In n
position to tske prompt motion whan tho moment ormay in tha game wey na the
Council of CERN had, as a romult of its vroliminery studios, bosn in o posi-

tion to take prompt aotion ono 4ho davelepmind of the shrong-foo ning
technique made construction of o much Loxveor nechine feasible,

Tho CHAIRMAN sald 1t coamsd thon to bo gmerally agreed that vhnk
bho Meoting waa talking about was not tho naxt gonerntion of meobinan to ba
built but the second gonersticn.
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Yr. ADAMS said thant to xepeat his previous romork in a slightly
different form, that presumably moant that partioipents folt there wna
some Justifleation not only for two or three maochinos at the 200 = 300 OaV
level, but for a further machina whono power rating would be only thron
times higher, i.e. J3 in tho aontxn of mag.

Vr.AMALIT soid that th) maocnd-goneratlon machine would not
necessarily ba limited to 10CD GaV if tachnologloal developmants mada 14
possible to go highare All the Meating wan boing noked to ogres to wna
bhat tho seoond-generation mnohine ehould ha intercontinental.

Mr. WEKSLER egreod with olLbor epoakers thet there was no Justificn-
tion for rovising tho doolsion thot hod bosn token within the fremoworof
IUPAP, though tha matter hnd not bam oprelfically considersd in tho Goviot
Union. As othor participents tora ewnre tha Joviot Union wos going shasd
with its plans to oconastruot &amp; 70 MaV raohine, vhloh wos of the gema order
of magnitude as the 200=~300CeVprohinonthot wore boing discusroda

Fr, TAPE, parasing with Mr. Amaldi, seid that the agrsemont vihicoh
his delegation was seeking wns in fred that, Af no significant further atop
could be made beyond the 200-300 Ca¥ pochines, that stop should bo in the
neturs of an intereontinentol projrek. Ih wns of course difEionlt to give
A ontogorical undertaking In that ronpoot, cooing that construatlon of mich
a machine ley many yonruras shond, io honad, howovor, thet tha pranmon of
the thyos delegationa in Vienna th dlecuns tho matter betokongd dhaty
belief that if such o mochipn wea md, intovoontinentol collnbownbiog
would ba, to put it no hishor, rn poproprlets morpn of dating no. And he
thought it was olear from nll thet hel hoon ardd that the thran daalseat one
pgroed that such a machine, of ong kind or mothor, monld soonar or lato
bs builts The selentifle ndvicov 5 Pyopldent Johanon hod fons pn rooopd

to the effect that tha United 94nt-n world lilo to ecntinue exploning the
possibilities of interpontinmirlrollebomrtiondn euch 6 rrojent. IT
intercontinental collaoborotion zon into cocelngly Inmiporahle ehatoelem,
tho United States might doolds tn ro pheod en dito ery Bhough in hia (He.
Tapa's) view a national projoot en lat senle would in frat tela Longe
rather thon phorter to iwplanont, oving fo the imrense regourcaos magqniead

Mr. BANNIER said that ns a pombor of the CounedlofCERN;though
not of ocourss speaking on ito hohs!lf or on hahnlf of ory other Govornmanha



reprosented on 41t, he felt that if construction of a D300 CoV machine
wag to be undertaken, it should, and indeed oould only, be by an intor-

continental effort. As had boon pointed out, it was only the 1m sonle
which made international ocollsloration on a 300 CGsV machine impraotionl,

lp, WEKSLER soid he fully shoved Mpe Tnps's view that the mont
appropriate wey of oonstructing o voxy high-enorgy pocelerator would bo
by intornationol collebhorxation, elthongh ho thought the Noating ghould
evold any statement which might appoer to preclude Governments from bulla
ing acoolerators of whatever typs or sino thoy wiched,

The CIAIRMAN agreed that the Menting had not the power to soy thot
If such a machine wore built, 4% should only be by tha Joint efforta of
the three nations or raglong repraaantod, On the other hand, thora
seemod no reason why it should nob sry that 4f such a machine vors to ha
built, 1% would probebly Ua by tha joint efforts of the thres combos
or regions roprasontod. |

¥r. WEKSLER repeated that ha porscnnlly was convinced that when
the time oama, when all the conliticens Tor bnilding ouch a machina ware
fulfilled, thon the mest spproprinle way of building it would ba on mn
intercontinental bagsiag.

The CHAIRVAN said thet in Thoma cirmmatancas, soeing that tha
views expressed by Mr. Taps and Fr, Velalor were so clean, 16 would nok ha

sufficient simply to agron +0 meek npedn ones rand prosg. Tha Meatlng
should aleo consider what stops chanld ba fntion Immediately in orden that
no time naed be lost onno ths eonditicna Lor natn gly bacianing worl on
such a projeset ware fulfilled. In other words, tha Meoting, having
exheusted item 1 of its agonda, ond, by impliontion, elao tom 2, would
now psas on to item 3.
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STUDY OF NECESSARY IMMEDIATE STEPS TO BR TAKEN TOUARDS REALIZATION
OF THE PROJECT (Item 3 of the Agonde)

Vr. JAYVORTH proposed that partioipents should agree to
ro commend to their respsctive Governmontn to connider setting up an
official intercontinental body to undertrke study of oll the complex
ndministrative and diplomatic quostions that would have to bs polved
bafore any firm plana for conpntruction of a very high-energy accalerator
on an intercontinental basin could ba drawn up, and in due course to
neke recommendations as to how those problems oould best be tackledeon
en intercontinental basis. Although thn study group or commission ha hnd
in mind would of course have technicol advisors, it would not ba axpactad
to consider quostions of dosign, ote., but, princi pally, what typs of
organizational machinery, and vant typo of intornational pgreemente,
would eventually be needod for smoh n projoot. Its recommendations on
those points might or might not tokn the form of pn draft treaty or draft
articles of agreemont.

Myo, PERIOIN foarad that if much a commineion were astablinha nt
the present time it would not have a solid banis on which to worl. “In
his view interoontinentnl collaboration sn +ha field of very high ney
physics should initially take the form of selentifio collaboration, b
Ones the scientists concernsd hed hoon worldne mors elosely togathai fos
lwo or three yenrs a commianion of tho ty pn proposed by Mr. Hnywor th woud
hewva much more chance of schiaving naeful rorulte.

Mr, WELSLOR eald ho could only neeas with Mr. Paryin thal 14
 RAE a

world “bo very gtronge for a woeting composnd primarilyofsolentintd
come out with proposals for puraly rdninimfhrantiva machinery, whila
confessing themselven still unable to come to eny declolon vo mrding
cuch polentific matters as tha preocira purpors of tho machine, 3ta
marey level, type, holon, atc. He fully vndarstood his United State
colle guen® impatience and their darire to meko a stort, but Lt wan
poms times batter to hasten slowly. He roeallsd that TUPAP herd agraed
that disoussion would be needod on the nelentifle aspects of the
problem, but as far as he kaew no ropults hed unt been nohio vod,
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Sir HARRY MELVILLE = eaid ‘that he agreed in general with
Nr. Heyworth. Intercontinental collaboration between scientists
regarding the use to bs made of exiating and planned machines, their
limitations and the noxt steps, was a neparate matter, and he saw no
reason why progress should not be made on both fronts simultoneonnly.

Mr. FAYWORTH fully agreed with the last sresker. It had
naturally not been him intention to nugeaet that all sclentifio
Investigations should halt until such time as consideration of the
administrative acpacte wns acompletad,.

Mr.PANCPSXY folt however thot tha dominant elemsnt mag t ta
bho political and firccel, asm that world dotermine the time-ronlo, which
would 1tnelf determine for example tho typn ond energy level of tha
proposed machine . For the roarons he hod nlrosdy indicated, polentintn!
views on these matters wow not no oloar-cut as ono might oxpach.

Mr. PERRIN thought 3% van not eo nmch a question of determining
the type of machine and enory loval no of entrbliching mich elosor
liaison betwoen scientists in tha thvae comntriss or regions then mt
prasont existed = by wey of exchanger, dnint disonrslong, etc.

My. POCOLYUROV raid thet in hig view too the increased exchons
of information and an inteneiliod reogromng of oxehanga vielte boteoen
solentiste from the countrien and roasionn ane rnod would bo nn mwach move
Cyndi tful basis for fvrthor action.

Mre WEKSIER podd thers von no tans why, dn gueh dnesaneos
information exchangen and intonedfica vivlta, more attention phonld we
be paid to accelerators than in tho voot, An things rood ah prorat
Lhe Soviet euthorition ware not copciuced of tha nood for oo 1000 C0

machine, and it would therefore 1¢1 cronb a yonl gtop forsurd 1£ th
relentifio Justification for sueh n rendoct, nnd the form it ohonld
were to receive more attention then “hay had doves go fave

.
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Mr.AMALDX thought it might be desirable to have machinery
to study both tho soientific snd sdministretive anpacts’ of the problem,
po well as promoting oloser contect bolwsen those at present engaged it
the work on high-enorsy phycica. Owing to tha fluid nature of the whole
mbjoct, it was esacntial that such machinery should ba highly flaxihla,
particularly as far am study of the notentific aspoots wa® concornods

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that thore wore at leont three study
sToups already considering the actentific enpoots of a very high-enorey
nachine, in CERN, in tho Unitod Stnton and in the Sovlioat Union. On the
othar hand the administrative probleme, denpito tha fact that thay Loomer
large in everyones mind, hod not boon nonnldstod, oven in out ling, An
ho maw 1%, it would bo highly dowirznhlo at l2pat to try to explore thers
problems to the point whera 1% van pornniblo to determine whioh of thom

would renlly glve rise to perioun Alf rienlty end which ware more brant
then real. He had some pympathy for tho viewpoint that onea the nerd for
pach a machine was olearly roaocgnlznd, the organizational problems woiyld
bo rapidly solved. That might weld hopren, but 1t peemsd prudont nk
lezat to take into account the porndbllity thot 1% might not.

MpJWEKSLER  pedd thet Up. Porolyvbov nnd he eoreod 44 mbahk ba
Fromature end even harmful to ~rtehlich a avmpicsion of tha tyra proposao
An long ag the conditions for bo sidor work on a very high-onarr:
nocalerntor wore not fulfilled,

- Mro AMALDT aonording:l Jonelad Myo Welieler end Mr. Ih rode
that proposals they had for fumridow preootinge tha JUEpecet For lier
rartieipents had asromblad for th ryermt Venting.

Mrs WEKSTER endd he thovsht tha raesap to that ausptiog wo
so bd gought within the framswers of oo col Adeen AL

Tha CUAIMMAN poraod thet In dhe elrevsstonens tha Montin
should go on to item 4 and roint~d emt that worl of the tyne enelnosend
mder that honding could ha expoctad to holp to nop the idan of $utee
natilonal collaboration in conntruotion nf BowaTy Tarps noealapa boy oft



OTHER FORMS OF IMPROVING INTHRNATIONAL COLLABORATION IN HIGH-ENERGY PHYSICS
(Item 4 of the Agonda) sR

TheCHAIRMAN recalled that nt Dubna a year previously he had
tried to sum up the other ways in which international collaboration in
hi hecnorgy rhysicas could be. improved. Frograna had been made in poms
of those directions, but ho thought all recent would agree that more
sould end should ba dons.

Good progress hod boon mode in prrtioulsr in regard to the
orgenization of conferences snd tha oxohange of preprints, eto. end ha
hopad that the conference that wno about to bo hold in Dubna would por ptr
further progress along thonoe linon,

 As regards tho exchonga of Individual selontists, CERN for ite
part was very happy with tho reralta achieved under the arrangementn for
exchaning scientists botweon Western Furora and the Soviet Union. Ma
waleomsd the fact that tho adminimtrativa ond other obhatncles to nimilar
arroncomonts between the Toviat Union ond tha nited States had now haan

overcome, or were on the pont of being ovoreows, and it wan to te hepnd
that the oxochangon made poneible botwaen tha two sountrion pe on yomlt
vould prove equally fruitful,

The third point to which he hnd referred in Dubna wap the

axchanga not of individuals but of tara. It woo already tho capo thant
there vam only ona machina in {ho ropld of a rarticular lind or with m
prrticulnr energy lovol. At yropoaty Top exowple, the lereant moehdnnm
in tho world wore at CERT ond Yicolhovon, ond COOH would ha delighted 36
the Soviet Union sent a term of nrofentieotn Lo vork at CROH « natoenlty 1:
¢loss conjunction with the CORN ab C0 «on pro®lemp which thoy tnd not
at present the facilities to study in 1ha Oovled Undien. To tha mens wow
Vostorn Furopean golentintn would hops thot whon the Servilthny aneelacabo
wao avilable 1t would bo ponoiblo for thom to pend teams te the Sosled
Mion to ptudy problems which thay ob that fine had not the faciliting 4n
sind An Woatorn TUrous

Finally, be hod veferyod to tha grehnange of Information on

research projects with o view to nvoiding duplication. There had, howave
boon seme feeling that reconreh shenld not ba orpenizsd to that orboy!

x { ! . pe r .

butskould be left to develop frvoly.
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Mr. WEKSLER eaid that in viow of the purpose of the preeont
Wseting the discussion should psrbops he confined to questions of the
exchange of individuals, and, subosquently, of groups working on
high-energy physics, and more especially accelerators. As hed boon maid.
duplication provided a chacl, but even so he felt it wouaid be desirable
to co-ordinate the various countries' or repglons' progronmons for

Btudying the solentifioc aspeote of on vory IM gh-onerey -nocalerator
project. In his view. the Iigh-Fnorpy Committee of IUPAP afforded
satisfactory machinery for the co-ordination of such work, which was,
he emphasized, the ne congary preliminary to future collaboration in
the construction of a vary high-energy erccolerator, as it alone cond
provide realistio data on questions of donign end conte



ne

Mr, TAPE egreed with Mr, Wekeler that machinery was already
avellable for many of the forme of collnhoration referred to by the
Chairman, Tn his view the exchange of individvelsandsubsequentlygroups
tare mettors which should be left primarily to the initistive of the
individual leboratories, although they too gove rice to gdninigtrative
11fficultles vhioh necearitoted Governmont section, so that participants
ant the present Meeting could undoubtedly nasiat by urging on their
Jovernmanta the desirability of such emohengos,

Mr, AMALDI paid thot while ha approcinted the importenss and
leairabllityofdevelopingnllthefermaefcollmborationroforredtoby
the Chairmen, he wes afreid thoy Aid not touch the hesrt of the problem,

Meo PANOFSKY anid thoro wnn ro resgon vhy errengements should
not be made under the preaent Soviet.Tniftod States sgreemant for nrchanged
of groups of individual aodontic ta, ore arocipnlizing in a difforent nacto:
»f the high-snergy field, Na thowrht, bhovover, that that was soma thing
rether different to the term exnheuscg which tha Chairman had in mind.

The CHAIRMAN, agreeing, «oid that ha, for instance, na Dirac hor
General of CERN, deplored the fect thal vo requosts had been ressived Lom
Soviet melentists for CHUN to uvndonlherko oxperiments which sould at pragont
only be undertaken, in Toropn, ulih equirment aveileble ot CERT, Apr
from mavely esking thot such exp winonba ba cerrind cul, however, Less
ren no rosmon why the Sovlet Miler, to conbinug that exorrio, hou fin}
ack 1f it could gand a aperk cheehe2ulih the neeeaanry yovaonneld 1x
Toneve, in order to oarry out criavivantn op the CERN maching hod neing

Soviot mperk chember anudrmant col porepunele Noelproesl saxangsmants
shoul prove equally voluehble onno the Sewmubhor mashing wen operating

Mr, TAFE said thot the pooibildtlen publinadbytheIhde
were undoubtedly extremely intarcriing from the theoretlonl yhyalulste
point of view.

Wr, BCGOLYUROV gnid thet ones tho foxpokhov meshlps weg ope ting
he wemld ba very glad to weleoro lritvidnelg or toams from shrond Lo wale
nee of 3%, and he pgroed thot porbicipanta shonld impreas oi thelr oo
Gove )nments the desirability of ming the nacousanry prrengenenta to parmid
Incronand colleboration of that lind.
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Mr, PANOFSKY thought that in addition to the points referred to
by the Chairman further progrose wes roquired in the exchenge of
jooumentation.

The CHAIRMAN egreed that theve wan, for instance, noed for hotter
distribution of bubble chambar pieturon and emulsions, though he recognized
that the number of people potentinlly intsxrested in such matorisl coild
sometimes give rise to difficultlon,

Although, 8s hed bnon gaid, the machinery for developing
so-operation in all those respects von nlroady avellable, and, although the
initiative for making inercesnd use of the existing opportunitics phould
come from individual solontints and Inboratorios, he prreed that thara
would be no harm in urglng the doalrahility of such increased collaboration
on Governments. = It might well be, horover, that such a stotomentor
appeal would be more effective coming from IUPAP than from the Prana nd
Meeting, and he therefore suggested that the matter be taken up opnin in
Maibna.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR FURTHER MEETINGS

Mr, AMALDI felt that tho reanlts of the present Mashing hed hiner
slightly disappointing, It hed hacen sporaed that efforts would be wis Lo
oxtenaily exchanges, but ho wen ofroid thess might prove mors plena hope
vnleps it were asgrsed to meet oredn ing pry, no yeorta tins in prior ba ens

thet concrete progress had hoen m-da pnd deotda whothar 36 wna Bien toopge

am to the next step.

Mr, PERRIN pointad out thnrl the esting had pox oad thet Antor-
national co-operation in the concirvation cf nn high-ens vey ” penton Lov
should relate not to the next goveretien of moehinog buat to Fhe ava al bos
that. In view of the plong mods Lor the Sorpudheoy mochine, ha minions
anergy level that was likely to be of dntorect to the Soviet ton $n
the next generation but one wap onc order of maeadtude highan, Lora of 7

order of 600 GeV. It would be extrowaely dInteropting fer Heal Buropoon
countrisn to know whethor the Soviet Union rund the United States thewh
it would be possible to begin planning such n machine in these or four
yonra® time, It was clear that tho United States vag in Foynur nf
beginning such. planning alrepdy, on tho sdminigtredive na wall ea pi the



solentific sides, and he wondered wheather the Soviet Union would ba in
3 position to answer that question in a yoer's time,

Kr, BOGOLYUBOV seid he could not anamwer at the present stag.

TheCHAIRMAN pointed out thet what Mr, Bogolyubov and lr, Wekalex
sore being asked to indicate van not whethor they now believed it would ba
possible to begin work on an intercontinental project in three or four years
Lime, but whether they thought it lilely thot they would be able to dincves
that question in more concrete terms in July 1965 than they hod been able
to do in July 1964,

Vr, WEKSLER gaid that he pircennlly felt it was unlikely that
any further progress could be meds or clnrification given until the
3erpukhov machine wos in operation. Ay hogever, the matter weg primarily
one for the State Committee, he muyp-anbed that the date of tho next

meting be left open and thet the ivitistive Tov convening it he left
vith the Dirsctor Gonernl of the Aoney.

. liz, TAPE paid he ahorod tho ven of thorn who wished to hevo
soma firm goals to which to lool: frrnud, On the other hand ha mae Tape:

the  Judpgemant of his Soviet collerinon, Te wovld emvhogizns that 4+ frond
not, in his view, be upefvl for a foither meoting to be convened in no

grar's time unless thors were rhnaop lds coounda for hoping that more
progrong conld be rohlovod than en fin wionant onnneglon ng Lar po

#hiind shred lve and orpentooticne? cen ahs 0 ha valor gop gees rea

on the pelentiflo olla ho prsood Dol Bee woe clvenady oul fiaisnd
sppoerhunities Tor content, Jo vo anh Bp db Ahn in the monntisg the
jovoroments concernzd would ornate cdpindetrndive and evoendnatlions
napaohn mera oprafully Lo soa hat Coy eet! Ae ba enanne bios ohh rene
neatdng wea a 11ttle mora poedhisa co evehrantien, Ie ag rend tidh

re Waltaley that The Ind biobive ow couvaning: oo weeding Alig] he dep
to the Dlrestor Conoral of tho Apa cw pe oanbod thet Le Lr, Fralion ;
nicht appronch Governments concer 1 In, ory, olx months? Biman ke Clpd oo
Datlhor thoy ennsidored Lt might ve waolnl ba bryos a further nesting
pproringtely one ony from now,

Myo TELUND anid he would ha very hoppy to cowoporoto nian:
ho linen svereptod.
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Yr, ADAMS suggested that thore would bs much more chance of thd
next meeting leading to positive results if it wan held after a firm
decision wes taken on the next-genoration machines (up to 300 GaV), If the
decision wore not to construct such mechinas at notional or regional level
that might of course sorve as a erent imrotun to constructing one at
intercontinental level, In that connoction ha recalled that Mr. Weksler
had seld that the Soviet Governmant wes not at prosant convinced that a
clear cose had been made out for n 1000 GeV machine, He wondered whather
the mame was true of a 300 GeV mochine - which warm after all of the mame

order of mogni tude - becnune, 1f an, ita viewn were at variance with what
at presont appeared to ba the ganorally reoopted view in the Went,

Mr, WEKOSLER andd it wes difficult to give a clear-out reply

because circumstances were now po Aiffnront frem what they had been in the
past. For example, thooretinlana had at one stage postulated the
existence of a proton-antiproten jnir. They bad calonlated that a 6 UnV

ne.ohine would be needod to dobtoct the ontiproton, Such a machine hod
been bullt and the entiproton dice vexed, Tha position with ropgazd to
¢hat the Chairman had eallod thn "third araetrogonpy® yng 30 unolanr tht
It wen impossible to say dofinitcly thet n 300 Ca¥ mechine or a 650 (nd
machine or a 1000 GeV mochine won rogquired, Tot thous mnchinen dif faa
anormovsly in terms of coat end AL ung cont fhet motlered fo theoss wha
hod to provide the funde, who wore nob afar £11 specialists in hich.

anergy physics. Moreover theories ra ehnuring ropldlyr Tox exampla44
now geomed thet the Intarmedlntn Leonan, the mibjoot of so pooh gproutebior
ng regards wonkly interactive 1 tielan, wea of much procter werd then

ot first had been thousht, Tha tor 1tdon wrrnrding the type of mochipe ond
energy level required might Le ole cw dnop sone op tuo, bub unt 1d Hon
ho wom more convinced than ever hoi wn rhlemph do mats Toshio pri tnn

sould do more harm then mood.

| The CHAIRMAM pedd thet Iv sopls to Me, Uokeler he gould do ne
more than reiterate the point niveeds meade by several ehhor partliodpnnta
namaly that although tha bovaltren bod hoon belly Cor the croeific edpe
of detecting antiprotons, and hod in feet Jed to tholr Aoteation, thet
had been by no mesns the most importont real tb sohioved with it
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Mr, ADAMS said that Mr, Woksler®s romarks corroborated his
own feeling that if 200 or 300 GeV machines were to be built on the
national or regional level, the construction of a 1000 QeV mechins at the
intercontinentsl level represented too amell a atep. His conclusion wag
that unless a decision were eftor all teken not to go ahead with the
construction of a 200 or 300 GeV mochine at tho national or regional

level,itwouldbebesttoleaveconsidorationofanintorcontinental
machine amide for some time and concontrato fer the time being on ‘the
other forms of collehoration digennead vnder Arends item 4,

Fro TAPE gald that while ha poropbed Mr, Adems? contention
that a negative decision on tha notlernl or rortonal construction of

200 ox 300 GeV machines would naturnlly »ltor the situation ns fer an
an intercontinental mochine wna ooiecrnad, he did not think that the dnte
of the next meeting nshould bo fired melely hy 1aferense to tho timo when
p final decision wag taken rogarding eomnntruectlon of the 200 or 300 (Ia¥
mechines since that declinion might Lo daloyed boyond the timo whon a sbar
sould and should bo mado on proliminory aonaideration cf the problaome
involved in the construotion of rn intrveantinentnl machine of hiphor
amerey level,

Mr,WEKSLER sodd that in eny evont he thought it unrenlistis
to expeat the situation to have cbhonignd in elx months? time. Tn Win

maraonel view no change could be arveobod Loforn tyd yoars hed elanaod

The CHAIRMAN felt thrb «vom ro thaora vould Be no haze In the

Jirector Genarsl making preliminay sound inse in ohoud ed morbid? Bl ages



PROGRAM
OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL: COOPERATION IN THE FIELD FOR

RESEARCH ON FUNDAMENTAT, PROPERTIES OF MATTER IN }

CALENDER YEAR T1975

(State Committee and Academy of Sciences)
and US AEC

Subject Laboratory
Visits from USSR

to USA
weeks : number of

¢ people

le Participation in joint USA-USSR
antineutrino experiment with 15 feet
bubble chamber FNAL
( TTEP~THEP-FNAL)

7  |

2 0 Discussion and coordination of
procedures of scanning and analysis
preliminars results of joint
anbineutrino experiment
(ITEP~-THEP-FNAL)

FITAL &gt;
hd

-

~ Foam

LPN Discussion of the experiments with the
detectors on transition radiation for
an identification of the high energy
narticles (ErFI, FIAS-FNAI~Cornell-BNL)

NAT,

i. Oo Participation in the experiments on the
measurements of total cross section of
photoabsorbtion on hadrons at high
enargies (WC Santa~Barbara-IErHRI-FIAS--

wo+ 52

50 Partigipation in the experiments on FNAL
large momentum transfer hadron scatte-
ring (Cornell-FNAI~EIAS)

52 -

5. 57

Visits from USA
to USSR _—

weeks: number of
: people

 A CATEIWpatAgs
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5¢ Investigation of the multiparticle |
generation in the pp—~interactions at
400 Gev/c and in the 77=p-~interaction at

200-400 Gev/c in FNAL (FIAS~FNAL)
7¢ International topical seminar on the

perspectives of the high energy
physics development

3¢ Information visits to laboratories to
discuss future callaborations

le Study of inelastic processes in
proton and deuteron gas targets
(evaluation of data)

Je High energy proton interaction in a
He gas target

3 Studies of transuranic elements

4, Studies of transuranic elements

FrLR

ISAEC

J I NR (Dubna)

FNAIX,

RN -T,

JINR

Berkley

34
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54 Visits to laboratories for discussion
of cooperative experiments

Prepared by

LNTCom. oR Smal
JeTeem K.Strauch

Coordinator on cooperation in
research on the fundamental
properties of matter for

the USA

I
[.V.Chuvilo

Coordinator on cooperation in
research on the fundamental
properties of matter for

the USSR

Approved by the Second Meeting of the Joint Committee for Cooperation in
~he Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy on October 11, 1974.

—
Vode Anders

for the U.S. Part
of the US-USSR
Joint Committee

AJM,Petrosyants
tor the USSR Part
of the US~USSR
Joint Committee

PETTY ARR
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Summary of Discussions with Professor I. M. Khalatnikov, Director ot
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics and Academician A. M. Prokhorov,
Head of Physics and Astronomy Section, Academy of Sciences, USSR.

On our arrival in Moscow we (Herring and Pines) were met by Professor
Khalatnikov, who informed us during the ride from the airport to town that
Academician Prokhorov had met with President Keldysh concerning the idea of
joint working groups in theoretical physics, and that Keldysh had approved
the initiation of two joint working groups during the coming year—--one to
neet in the USSR, one to meet in the USA. We encouraged Khalatnikov to
arrange an early appointment for us with Prokhorov, and this was done--for
Tuesday lunch. However Prokhorov's work on the commission to award State
Prizes made it impossible for him to meet with us that day--so the luncheon
was postponed to the following day.

At the lunch Prokhorov reported on the successful outcome of his meeting
with Keldysh, who had indeed given his approval to establishing two working
groups, and was leaving it to the four of us to arrange details which could
then be embodied in a letter of understanding between the two Academies.
Khalatnikov and Prokhorov had been thinking of a comparatively long term
(3-6 months) visit by five senior scientists to work with a comparable (or
slightly larger) group in the host country; we suggested that it might not
be easy, at least in the beginning stages, to arrange for such a long term
visit by Americans to the Soviet Union--so that perhaps initially we should
think in terms of a one to three month visit by the five senior scientists.

Agreement was reached on the following general principles concerning the
operation of the joint working groups:

L.

)
Only scientists of the first rank would participate.
The composition of each group would be jointly determined by the
Soviet and US co-chairman of the group in question.*
It was to be taken as a given that scientists who agree to participate
in the work of a group would do so, barring unforeseen illness or
family problems.

To a considerable extent, these same general principles have governed the five
joint US-USSR symposia on foundations of the theory of condensed matter, and
have proved to be eminently workable for this mode of interaction--with the
Fourth and Fifth Symposia providing especially good examples of cooperation
concerning the above points (i) to (iii).®™ Prokhorov agreed with our suggestion
that this is not a committment which either Academy should undertake lightly-—-
that it would be better to do nothing, than to agree to establish such groups
and then renege on essential aspects of their subsequent operation. He
underlined the approval he had received from Keldysh on this point by noting
that the failure of the cooperation arrangements between the Novosibirsk
and Stanford laboratories of high energy physics was likely caused by Budker's
tailure to receive an explicit Academy committment to the project.

* [Concerning point (ii)--the chairman of the group hosting the meeting
has typically suggested a group of guest participants, and considerable effort
nas been made to include a substantive number of those suggested in the guest
PTOUp.|



It was further agreed that the first two joint working groups be in
the fields of solid-state theory and theoretical relativistic astrophysics;
we were informed that during the first year (1975), it would be best if the
joint working group in solid state theory met in the United States, while
that in relativistic astrophysics met in the USSR.

There was some discussion between Prokhorov and Khalatnikov as to ways
scientists visiting the USSR could receive a Soviet stipend sufficient to
enable them to bring their families along to the USSR, they explained they
viewed this as a Soviet problem, which they could solve¢ Xn this discussion
it was further noted that it would be highly desirable to have apartments
available for visiting US scientists, rather than putting them up at the
Academy hotel.

We suggested to Prokhorov that since the idea of joint working groups
had been proposed to the Joint Commission on Science and Technology, there
was considerable virtue in continuing Joint Commission support of the
venture. Prokhorov agreed to discuss the matter with Kirillin; he did so,
and communicated, through Khalatnikov, Kirillin's view that the project
could be regarded as one wich the Commission supports, while it delegates
responsibility to the two Academies for its execution. On this basis, the
attached memorandum has been drafted for consideration bv the Joint Commissior

Finally, Khalatnikov suggested that the meeting of the Joint working
group in solid-state theory be held during the period June-October, 1975,
and that he would request permission to send five people for a period of
three months to the U.S. He suggested that the topic for this group be super-
conductivity in quasi-one—dimensional systems, and he proposed as possible
Soviet participants the following scientists: I. E. Dzaloshinskii, L. P.
Gor'kov, I. M. Khalatnikov, A. M. Larkin and L. P. Pitaevskii. We responded
that this would be an excellent group, and that there would be little
difficulty in assembling a comparable US group to work with such a distinguished
group of Soviet theorists. We further suggested that the Aspen Center for
Theoretical Physics would be a good site for the joint working group; this
would enable theorists from other fields to interact as well with the above
Soviet theorists, whose interests span several fields. As of this writing,
J. Bardeen, C. Herring, A. M. Luther, D. Pines, and D. Scalapino have already
expressed interest in being part of such a working group.



MEMORANDUM FOR JOINT COMMISSION

Following discussions between Professor David Pines (Chairman, U.S.
Working Group on Special Topics in Physics, and Member, NAS), Dr. Conyers
Herring, (Member, NAS, and of Working Group on Special Topics in Physics),
Academician A. M. Prokhorov (Head of Physics and Astronomy Department, USSR
Academy of Sciences), and Professor I. M. Khalatnikov (Director, L. D. Landau
Institute of Theoretical Physics and Corresponding Member, Academy of
Sciences, USSR), and a further discussion between Academician Prokhorov and
Deputy-Premier Kirillin, it is proposed that joint working groups be established
on two special topics in physics: solid state theory and theoretical relativistic
astrophysicsandthattherespective Academies of the two countries be asked
to organize the detailed program for the initial operation of these working
groups. It .is anticipated that such working groups would include five leading
physicists in the field from each country; during the first year of their
operation, one group would meet in the USA and one in the USSR, with
subsequent meetings of each group alternating between the two countries.
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Visit by N. I. Skrinskiy and Discussion of Future Collaboration
with the Nuclear Physics Institute of the Siberian Branch of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences at Novosibirsk
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I. N. I. Skrinskiy visited at SLAC from Thursday, March 6 through
Wednesday, March 12. He spent a substantial amount of time at SPEAR.
He gave a lecture on electron cooling and other related activities at
Novosibirsk. He also discussed many of the other experimentzl zcti-
vities at SLAC with appropriate members of the senior staff. He made
a visit to Varian Associates at the, invitation of E. L. Ginzton, and
to the High Energy Physics Laboratory of Stanford University.

II. We discussed several areas of future collaboration following my
discussions with G. I. Budker during my visit in Novosibirsk. Both
of us are aware of a large number of uncertainties. These are both
the question of financial support, but in the case of the Novosibirsk
Institute the whole question of presidential succession in both the
Siberian branch and the Presidium of the Soviet Academy of Sciences,
as well as general quéstions of the climate of detente and of admin-
istrative practices in the Soviet Union.

The various areas of collaboration were left as follows:
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A. Participation of an invitee from the Novosibirsk Institute
at the PEP Summer Study. Skrinskiy received the detailed papers

prepared by Karl Strauch concerning the PEP Surmetr Study, and he is
aware that we would welcome a participant from his Institute. He will
advise me as soon as practicable whether the issuance of an invitation
has a substantial chance of favorable reception.

1
L

Ge

B. A Long-Range Visit of a Particle Physicist from Novosibirsk
at SLAC. Skrinskey agrees that a long-range visit by a member of

the Institute at the SPEAR experimental group would be most useful, and
he discussed some possibilities with Burt Richter. Skrinskey will advise
me whether an invitation to a specific individual would have a good chance
of acceptance.
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-¢C. Transfer of SPEAR I Detector to Novosibirsk. The SPEAR I detector

will be replaced by SPEAR-II in something like 18 months. The SPEAR-I detector *
would be an extremely powerful tool at VEPP-IV provided VEPP-IV attains its
design goal of 7 GeV as reasonable luminosity. Clearly having a detector of
sstablished performance like the SPEAR-I solenoidal instrument available at
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the very beginning of operation of VEPP-IV would permit immediately
exciting experiments in annihilation values in a new range of energies.
The following alternatives were discussed:

1. Outright transfer based on a negotiated purchase arrange-
ment between governments in late 1976.

2. After the experimental visitor, .as discussed under B. above,
has returned to Novosibirsk a decision will be made at Novosibirsk
whether there are sufficient skills and experience available at
Novosibirsk to receive the detector. At that time decisions of
transfer will be made. - ela

3. Collaborative arrangement between SLAC and Novosibirsk in
doing colliding beam experiments on VEPP-IV. We agreed that
collaborative experiments on VEPP-II-M which Budker had proposed
to me would not be useful with SLAC personnel since the energy
was too low; however some discussions are in progress with Roy
Weinstein of Northeastern University for participation in VEPP-II-M.
We also agreed that collaboration by SLAC particle physicists in the
work, of VEPP-IV could not be realized.until there was conviction among
the U.S. community in general, and the SLAC community in particular,
that VEPP-IV would really work at reasonable energy and luminosity
on a predictable schedule. Therefore Skrinskiy reaffirmed that they
will try to arrange for 1976 a study on the experimental opportunities
at VEPP-IV to be held at Novosibirsk, and I promised I would do my
best to secure attendance by SLAC experimentalists. Subsequent to
that meeting negotiations could then commence about a collaborative
experimental program of which the transfer of the SPEAR-I detector might
be a part.

N

D. SLAC Assistance in Providing a VEPP-IV Positron Injector. Skrinskiy
realizes that the main impediment towards successful operationofVEPP-IVis
the positron source. - He gave me more details about the discussions on the
transfer of the Kharkov electron linear accelerator: he said these discussions
are not dead but that Kharkov was unwilling to consider such a transfer until
their next accelerator is assured. Moreover the equipment and particularly
the modulators are so antiquated that their installation at Novosibirsk would
not be a good idea. We discussed the possibility whether SLAC could provide
under outright purchaseorothergovernment-approved agreement provision of
a suitable injector. Approximately 1.5 GeV energy is desirable and this could
be attained. via energy doubling. We also discussed whether the Mark III HEPL
accelerator component could be part of such an arrangement, and I checked with
Mason Yearian, Acting Director of HEPL, on the status of Mark III. Currently
Mark III is operating up to an energy of 500 MeV (as limited by available
klystrons) and is run on demand for detector calibrations or similar test
services. There have been requests from other sources for parts of Mark III



I

but none for Mark III as a whole. Naturally the availability of
Mark III to serve as an injector for VEPP-IV would have to be discussed
if and when this would be taken as a serious proposal by the Novosibirsk
Institute,

[II. General. We discussed the general question of communication.
Skrinskiy maintains that there were no obstacles for him to write technical
letters of a non-committing nature without any delay. Specifically he will
write me as soon as possible which, if any, of the collaboration possibilities
listed under II should be pursued. He also confirmed the policy of the
Novosibirsk Laboratory that if components of accelerators were manufactured
in-house then they must incorporate innovative principles. However, if
components were to be procured either under collaborative agreements or by
purchase from outside sources, then the question of innovation would not be
Involved.
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
NUCLEAR DIVISION

UNION -
CARBIDE

POST OFFICE BOX X

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37830

Office of the Director December 18, 197k

Professor Victor Welsskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139

Dear Professor Weisskopf:

Enclosed is a draft of a letter 1 propose to send
to Bogolubov as we continue to negotiate toward
an exchange of US-Soviet scientists in the field
of heavy element studies.

The Dubna Scientific Council meets in January and
it would be good if they could act on this business
at that time. I would like, therefore, to ask you
for a review of this letter at the earliest oppor-
bunitv.

Sincerely yours,

Herman Postma

HP:c

Enclosure



DRAFT
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
NUCLEAR DIVISION

ANTON:
CARBIDE

POST OFFICE BOX X

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37830

Office of the Director December 18, 197k

Dr. N. Bogolubov, Director
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
Head Post Office
P. 0. Box T9
Moscow. U. S. S. R.

Dear Dr. Bogolubov:

During his visit to the Soviet Union in October, Dr. John Teem
initiated discussions concerning a possible US-USSR collaboration
in the field of heavy element synthesis as part of the scien-
tific exchange in fundamental properties of matter. In November,
Dr. Alexander Zucker of this Laboratory and Professor G. N. Flerov
of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research developed these ideas
in more detail. In a meeting at Dubna on November 21 between
Dr. Zucker and Drs. Shimane, Shcherbakov, Flerov, Kaun, Oganesyan.
and Shvanev, this matter was discussed more formally; the minutes
of this meeting show that the parties present agreed on the value
and importance of the scientific collaboration. As an outgrowth
of these discussions between Soviet and U. S. scientists, we are
now ready to propose a tentative collaborative research plan for
vour comments.

The exchange would take place in two phases. During the first
phase, beginning in the Spring or Summer of 1975, two Soviet
scientists would visit the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and, at
approximately the same time, two United States scientists would
visit the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Fach of these
visits would last about four weeks. The purpose of these visits
would be to familiarize the Soviet-US groups with each other's
squipment, and to carry out preliminary experiments of mutual in-
terest. We suggest that an appropriate experiment for these two
visits concern the alpha decay and spontaneous fission branching
of 255104. This nuclide was first made at the JINR by bombarding
a lead target with a titanium beam. This nuclide could be further
studied at your Institute by means of your recently developed
alpha recoil time-of-flight mass identifying spectrometer. At



Dr. N. Bogolubov

DRAFT
December 18, 197k

the bs Ridge National Laboratory, we would bombard 2430p or 2bhop
sith 1°90 to produce the isotope 25510L4 and study its properties with
&gt;ur X-ray alpha coincidence technique.

In the course of this work, Soviet scientists would gain familiarity
with the alpha X-ray apparatus, and U. S. scientists would become
familiar with the experimental arrangement and procedures at the Joint
[nstitute for Nuclear Research. Such experience will be valuable when
the main phase of the exchange takes place about a year later.

The principal effort of the exchange would be in the second phase
which would begin in the Spring of 1976. This part of the collabora-
tion would involve a visit of about six-months' duration by approxi-
nately four American scientists from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
to the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. The U. S. scientists
vould bring with them targets of heavy elements such as 248¢m, 249g
2L9cr, They would also bring with them a fairly complete system of
axperimental apparatus including detectors, electronics, pumps, a
small computer, and other specialized hardware, to be used for the
alpha X-ray coincidence method of identifying elements. The equip-
nent would be mounted in a trailer for transport to Dubna and for
ase there. The trailer would also contain electrical gear necessary
to convert the 50 cycle 220 volt power to 60 cycle 110 volts required
oy the experimental equipment. By assembling the ORNL apparatus here
and testing it with lighter mass ions from the Oak Ridge cyclotron,
“he collaborative experiments with the Soviet scientists could com-
nence in Dubna with minimum delay after the trailer arrives.

We propose for your consideration a set of three reactions for study
in the US-USSR collaboration at JINR. These reactions are appropriate
for the very intense 22Ne beams available at Dubna, and for our heavy
2lement targets. They are:

248.) + 22 te — 265, 06 + 5n
30 10

$28 + “Ne —_— 267,266, + (4n,5n)
. 249 22 267
3) 0aCt + LoVe —&gt; 108 + Ln

These reactions are of particular interest because, in addition to
making new isotopes and as yet undiscovered elements, they allow
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the investigation of spontaneous fission systematics in the heaviest
element region which is so important for evaluating the possibility
of supsrhcevy element stability. After these exppriments are com-pleted, the 48cm target could be bombarded with 8¢a, with a view
to producing and identifying element 114 in the reaction

28 te 48, pr 292,16 + Ln
26 z0

i a

88."2004),

We estimate that the four experiments together will require a minimum
of thirty 2Lk-hour days of actual beam on target at a useable inten-
sity during the six months. However, more beam time may be required
if the processes to be studied turn out to have low cross sections
or unfavorable branching ratios, or if some unforeseen difficulties
arise.

All experiments would be carried out jointly by U. S. and Soviet
scientists, and oral or written publications would also be under joint
authorship, requiring approval by the principal investigators involved
in the research.

During the visits the Soviet scientists in Oak Ridge and the U. S.
scientists in Dubna would be accorded all the rights and privileges
that usually accrue to scientists of equal rank and experience. For
its part, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory will provide housing and
Living expenses of $20 per day for each of the two visitors during
their stay here. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory will also defray
she cost of purchase and construction of our experimental equipment
and the expenses associated with transporting it by trailer to Dubna.
Ne would request that the U.S.S.R. provide air transportation between
Jew York and Moscow for the scientists invelved in the one-month
risits; and for the scientists, their families, and a reasonable
amount of household luggage for the six-month visit. Living expenses
as well as those associated with housing for American scientists in
Dubna will be defrayed by us. However, we propose that JINR arrange
for suitable housing. For the six-month visit to Dubna, we request
hat American scientists be allowed to bring a reasonable number of
automobiles, and that access to gasoline as well as appropriate docu-
nents be issued by the U.S.S.R. including permanent visas for travel
hetween Dubna and Moscow.
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We present these views for your consideration and we look forward to
your comments. Before the proposed visits can take place, no doubt
an official protocol will have to be completed between the U. 5S. and
the U.S.S.R. We expect, however, that the protocol will be based on
sronclusions reached in the present exchange of letters.

Sincerely yours,

Herman rostma
Director

IP:¢c

0 0. L. Keller
P. H. Stelson

» Strauch

yj. M. Teem

V. Weisskopf
A. Zucker

K
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October 30, 1974

Dr. Henry Kissinger
Secretary of State
Department of State
Nashington, D. C.

Dear Henry:

I am writing to you in my capacity as President of the American
Physical Society and I am doing so with the concurrence of the Council
of that Societyv.

The matter concerns the harassment of Soviet physicists who
have declared their intent to emigrate to Israel. Apparently, according
to information received by various American physicists, this harassment
is still continuing including threats of persecution for "parasitism" of
physicists who have been removed from their jobs after having declared
their intention to leave.

According to the understanding you have reached with the Soviet
Union, as reflected in your letter to Senator Jackson, published in the
"New York Times" on October 18: "First, punitive actions against indi-
viduals seeking to emigrate from the U.S.S.R. would be violations of
Soviet laws and regulations and will therefore not be permitted by the
Government of the U.S.S.R. In particular, this applies to various kinds
of intimidation or reprisal, such as, for example, the firing of a person
from his. job, his demotion to tasks beneath his professional qualifications
and his subjection to public or other kinds of recrimination.' Naturally
this understanding requires implementation in the future and it may be
premature to judge whether the Soviet authorities have in fact taken action
to correct past practices which are clearly in violation of the understanding
as quoted. Nevertheless, I would like to call to your attention the specific
case of Professor Voronel who declared his intention to emigrate almost three
years ago. Professor Voronel, together with his associates, has been removed
from his job and was denied attendance at a conference on magnetism held in
the U.S.S.R. and which was attended by several U.S. visitors. As a result of
this event and subsequent activities of Professor Voronel this has become a
case of international attention and, according to the best of our knowledge,
Professor Voronel is still exposed to the threat of persecution for parasitism
while at the same time he has been deprived of scientific contacts and gainful
employment.
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I remain deeply dedicated to improving scientific collaboration
and exchange of information between American and Soviet physicists and
consider this to be a worthy goal in its own right. However if the
harassment of Soviet scientists who wish to emigrate continues, this would
appear not only to be in violation of the agreements which reportedly have
been signed, but would also cause an increasing degree of disaffection with
the goal of Soviet collaboration in the U.S. scientific community. For both
of these reasons I would like to suggest that you bring this matter to the
attention of the Soviet authorities.

With best personal regards,
Pa

Wolfgang KH. Panofsky
President



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mai] Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

Oct. 24, 197k

Mr. Robert D. Thorne, Mamager
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
San Francisco Operations Office
1333 Broadway
Oakland, Calif. 94612

Dear Mr. Thorne:

I should like to request approval to invite Professor G. I. Budker,
Director of the Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Siberian Branch of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences, together with his wife, to spend a period
up to one month at SLAC, the precise period being in conjunction with the
New Orleans International Conference now scheduled for March 4-7, 1975.
It is necessary for Professor Budker to be accompanied by his wife owing
to the precarious state of Professor Budker's health, His wife serves as
a guardian of his health care, as well as acting as translator.

We should like to be in a position to pay the expenses of Professor
Budker and his wife for room and subsistence while he is a guest at SLAC,
Ne therefore request approval for expenditure of Contract funds up to an
amount of $2000 for that purpose. Should it be difficult to grant this
request, we should like to receive an approval for the invitation and we
would then make an attempt to obtain support from private sources, It is
our intent that this invitation be considered an information visit to
laboratories to discuss future collaborations as covered under Item 8
of the Program of Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the Field for
Research on Fundamental Properties of Matter in calendar year 1975, as
3igned by Dr. Teem, Professor K. Strauch and Commissioner Anders for the
Jnited States and by Professor I. V. Chuvilc and Chairmen A, M. Petrosyants
for the Soviet Union on October 11, 1974.

I would appreciate receiving approval in accordance with this request
as soon as it is practicable.

Sincerely yours,

aos

Et
John Teem, Director of Research, AEC
Victor Weisskoff, M.I.T. »~
Stanley Stamp

W. K. H. Panofsky



on Fermilab Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
P.O. Box 500 « Batavia, Illinois « 60510

Directors Office

October 4, 1974

URA TRUSTEES

Attached is a copy of a letter I have mailed to
William Wallenmeyer. It is my understanding that this
letter and related matters will be discussed at the
Trustee meeting next week. Please treat the subject
information as vorivileged.

Sincerely,

&amp;
 I

Fdwin L. Goldwasser



NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LABORATORY£%

CONFIDENTIAL

PO. BOX 500
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
TELEPHONE 312-840-3000
DIRECTORS OFFICE

October 4, 1974

Dr. William A. Wallenmeyer
Division of Physical Research
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Bill:

It now appears that substantial construction funds
authorized and appropriated for Fermilab may fall prey to
this year's economic crisis and to the government's response
to that crisis. It goes without saying that this loss will
constitute a severe blow to our overall program at a time
when we are already struggling, with insufficient manpower
and support, to complete and bring into operation a new
laboratory to meet the specifications laid out in our initial
design report, our subsequent agreements with the AEC and
the challenges posed by the JCAE.

During construction, we have been able to achieve performance
goals which, in some instances, have surpassed our initial plans
and hopes. However, although we have been able to achieve an
energy of 400 GeV instead of the initially projected 200 GeV,
ve have not yet reached our intensity goal of 5 x 1013 protons
per pulse, we have not yet completed all phases of the construc-
tion of the Central Laboratory Building, and we have not
yet completed the experimental areas required to implement
our approved program of research. There are a number of
orojects, implicitly encompassed within the initially defined
scope of the authorization, which remain to be completed.
At every juncture we have been careful to conserve sufficient
construction funds to enable us to complete all structures
and facilities encompassed within the initially defined
scope of the project, and to bring them into operation in
a way that would meet design specifications. However, those
requirements have not yet all been met, so the presently
contemplated withdrawal of construction funds will not simply
restrict an increase in the scope of the project; it will
actually preclude our completionofanumber of items which
lie explicitly within that scope. We are now making a detailed
study of the impact of such an action in order to determine
in what respects the project will fall short of the initially
defined scope if the contemplated cut in funds is actually
imposed.

The Energy-Doubler-Energy-Saver is another important
laboratory activity which would be curtailed by the contem-
plated cut in construction funds. It is a development that
has been undertaken, with AEC and JCAE encouragement and within
available construction funds. Not only does that activity

r) AY OPPORTUNITY EMPIOVEFED



provide an important windowtothefuture for this Laboratory
and for other high energy physics installationsbutalsomight
well provide a way of realizing a substantial economy in our
energy consumption. Moreover it has a high probability of
providing desperately needed spin-off that could be important
to the nation's energy problem. The press of basic research
on the development of advanced technology has resulted in important
industrial progress in the past, progress that has served as
an important stimulus to the economy. With an energy crisis
threatening the nation, this is just the kind of project that
should be initiated and stimulated wherever the opportunity
exists. Surely it would be short-sighted to cut it off.

In closing, I cannot refrain from calling attention to
the fact that throughout the course of this construction project
we have used our funds sparingly; people have worked with great
ingenuity; and under considerable pressure to implement economical
solutions to difficult technical problems. In fact, the staff
has accepted an inhuman work load with the implicit belief
that through their blood and sweat and long hours, through
their ingenuity, through their austerity, through their willingness
to put up with discomforts, there would be realized a greater
capability for this laboratory and a more economical investment
of already inadequate high energy physics dollars. If the
reward for such performance is to be the ultimate cancellation
of funds which have been conserved at considerable sacrifice,
it will certainly be destructive to the morale of our staff,
and it will hardly be viewed as an incentive, by other contractors
in the future, to conserve their financial resources with such
zealous care. Rather, there will be a strong temptation to
use available funds as quickly as possible, wasteful as that
may be, in an effort to preclude the kind of action that has
now been proposed with regard to our remaining dollars.

Sincerely,

N 4 7
7

io?
IA7 Zed

Edwin IL. Goldwasser

cc: N. F. Ramsey
D. L. Bray



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

Nov. 4, 197k

Mr. Ralph Shannon
Director, Security Division
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
San Francisco Operations Office
1333 Broadway
Oakland, Calif. 94612

Dear Mr. Shannon:

My purpose in writing is to appraise you of our plans to host the "1975
International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies”
from August 21 through August 27, 1975.

This conference will involve both speakers and delegates from Sino-Soviet
bloc countries. However, even though SLAC is the host and organizer, the con-
ference will not be held at the laboratory but on the main Stanford campus,
and there will be no cost to the contract for direct support of the Sino-Soviet
bloc nationals. Thus the direct involvement of your office comes into play
only for two items:

1

2.

Undoubtedly some or all of the Sino-Soviet bloc nationals will
want to make casual visits to the laboratory during the conference
to talk with staff and to see our installation.

We will want soon to begin negotiations with other AEC laboratories
to arrange post-conference visits for some of the delegates to
Argonne National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (as we have done after so many previous
conferences).

We would hope, after you read what follows and after we Lave provided what-
aver further information you might need, that you could grant blanket approval
in advance for these two activities ancillary to the off-site conference.

 of

is
What is taking place regarding Sino-Soviet participation in the conference

as follows:

(a) We are issuing invitations to two USSR scientists to deliver
invited papers at the conference. These are:

Professor V. A. Khose
Leningrad Institute for Nuclear Physics
Gatchina, Leningrad, USSR



Mr. Ralph Shannon
Nov. 4, 1974
Page 2

Professor A. M. Polyakov
Academy of Sciences, USSR
Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics
Moscow, USSR

(b) We have sent notices of the conference to several institutions
in the USSR and in other Sino-Soviet bloc nations asking that
the notices be promulgated so that we may receive requests for
invitations. A copy of this announcement and a copy of the
mailing list for this action are attached.

(¢) We are asking particular persons in each Sino-Soviet bloc
nation to act as delegate selection committees. Once we
have received responses to the notices in (b) above, we
intend to forward these responses together with a derived
national quota to the appropriate national delegate selection
committee. The committees will determine who from each nation
will receive official invitations from us to attend the conference.

As we receive invited speaker acceptances and as we learn of delegate
selection, we will forward the names to you. Of course we will not know until
the conference itself is underway the actual names of the Sino-Soviet bloc
nationals who may want to pay a casual visit to the laboratory and who may
want to take advantage of tours to the other laboratories mentioned above.
is for this reason we are requesting advance blanket approval for these two
activities.

it

Please let me know if you need any further information at this time.

Sincerely yours,
A 2)ft J

W. K. H. Panofsk-
Director

&gt;C J. Ballam
N. Brand
M. Abrahams
D. Dupen
S. Stamp
Vv. Weisskopf
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
JRGAN:L, .s COMMITTEE
Chairman: .

J. Boliam

Program Chairman:
S.M.Bermon

Arrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom

I. D. Bjorken
Ww. Chinowsky
5. D. Drell
*. J). Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R. fF. Mozley
Ww. K.H. Panofsky
M. L. Per!
B. Richter
R.E. Toylor

Professor V. A. Khose
[eningrad Institute for Nuclear Physics
Jatchina, Leningrad 188350
USSR

Dear Khose:

Oct. 10, 197k

The 1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Inter-
actions, sponsored by JUPAP, will be held at Stanford University,
Stanford, California, on August 21-27, 1975.

For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover high-
energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproduction, inelastic
and elastic electron and muon nucleon interactians, colliding beams
of electrons and positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-induced
reactions and leptonic final states in proton-proton collisions.
The program will consist of about 25 one-hour talks to an inter-
national audience of approximately 450 physicists.

Many important results from several laboratories will be given
their first public presentation, and it is our intention to have these
exceptional experiments presented by the responsible experimental
group rather than by a rapporteur. In addition to such presentations,
we would like to have a series of selected review talks covering both
theory and experiment relating to lepton-induced reactions at high
SNergy.

In this respect the Organizing Committee of the Symposium takes
great pleasure in inviting you to present to the invitees a selected
review of the current status of Theoretical Models of e e Annihila-
tion into Hadrons. As an invited speaker all your travel and living
expenses will be covered by vie Symposium sponsors.

We are especially hopeful that you will be able to accept this
invitation in view of your important contributions and your recognized
competence in this field. We also feel that the appreciation of Soviet
work and recent progress in this field will be enhanced by your partici-
pation.

A errer

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford. California 94305

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300



Professor V. A. Khose Oct. 10, 197k

Naturally, to have this subject properly covered for the
Symposium, we must have your reply no later than March 1, 1975.
If no confirmation is received by then, we will assume that your
attendance is uncertain and will reluctantly turn to an alternate

speaker.
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, I look forward to your

affirmative reply.

Very sincerely yours,

J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

JB: hm

Bs A. Markov
N. Bogolyubov
I. Chuvilo

bee's. Beviman
£ Bloom
R.Nelse po pr
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
DRGANIZING COMMITTEE
Chairman:

J. Bollam ‘

Program Chairman:
S.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom

J.D. Biorken
Ww. Chinowsky
S. D. Drell
5. J. Gilmon
R. Hofstadter
R. F. Mozley
Ww. K.H, Ponofsky
M. L. Perl
B. Richter
R. E. Taylor

Professor A. M. Polyakov
Academy of Sciences, USSR
Landau Inst. for Theoretical Physics
B-334, Vorobevskoe Shosse 2
Moscow, USSR

Dear Polyakov:

Oct. 10, 197k

The 1975 International Symposium on ILepton and Photon Inter-
actions, sponsored by IUPAP, will be held at Stanford University,
Stanford, California, on August 21-27, 1975.

For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover high-
energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproduction, inelastic
and elastic electron and muon nucleon interactions, colliding beams
of electrons and positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-induced
reactions and leptonic final states in proton-proton collisions.
The program will consist of about 25 one-hour talks to an inter-
national audience of approximately 450 physicists.

Many important results from several laboratories will be given
their first public presentation, and it is our intention to have these
exceptional experiments presented by the responsible experimental
group rather than by a rapporteur. In addition to such presentations,
we would like to have a series of selected review talks covering both
theory and experiment relating to lepton-induced reactions at high
2Nnergy.

In this respect the Organizing Committee of the Symposium takes
great pleasure in inviting you to present to the invitees a selected
review of the current status of Gauge Theories. As an invited
speaker, all your travel and living expenses will be covered bv the
Symposium sponsors.

We are especially hopeful that you will be able to accept this
invitation in view of your important contributions and your recognized
competence in this field. We also feel that the appreciation of Soviet
work and recent progress in this field will be enhanced by your partici-
pation.

Please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P.O. Box 4349
Stanford. California 94305

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300



Professor A. M. Polyakov Oct. 10, 197k

Naturally, to have this subject properly covered for the
Symposium, we must have your reply no later than March 1, 1975.
If no confirmation is received by then, we will assume that your
attendance is uncertain and will reluctantly turn to an alternate
speaker. ‘

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, I look forward to your
affirmative reply.

Very sincerely yours,
2 AN9%,

J. Ballam ;

Chairman, Organizing Committee

JB: hm

ce: A. Markov
N. Bogolyubov
I. Chuvilo
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BULGARIA
Sofiva. Fiz. Inst.

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Inst. of Physics
Boulevard Lenin 72
Sofia 13, BULGARIA

GERMANY
Leipzig, Karl Marx U.

Karl Marx Univ. Leipzig
Sektion Physik
Karl-Marx-Platz
DDR-7010 Leipzig CL

JHINA
Peking, Inst. Phys.

Academia Sinica
Inst. of Physics
Theory Group
Peking, CHINA

CZECHOZLOVAKIA
Bratislava, Slovak Tech. U.

Slovak Technical Univ.
Physics Dept.
Gottwaldovo Nam 50
Bratislava. Czechoslovakia

Bratislava, Inst. Phys.
Slovak Academy of Sciences
Inst. of Physics
Dubravska cesta
88930 Bratislava 1. Czechoslovakia

Comenius U.
Comenius Univ.
Katedra Teoreticky Fyziky
Mlynska Dolina
816 31 Bratislava, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Palacky U.
Palacky Univ.
Theoretical Physics Dept.
Leninova 26
77146 Olomouc, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Prague, Phys. Inst.
Czechoslovak Acad. Sci.
Physics Inst.
Na Slovance 2
18000 Prague 8, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Charles U.
Charles Univ.
Theoretical Physics Dept.
Myslikova 7, Nove Mesto
11000 Prague 1, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Berlin DAW
Deutsche Akad. der Wissen.
Inst. fur Hochenergiephysik
Platenanallee 6
DDR, 1615, Zeuthen/Berlin

HUNGARY
Budapest, CRIP

Central Research Inst. Physics
Hungarian Acad. Sci.
P. 0. Box 49
H-1525 Budapest 114, Hungary

Eotvos U.
Roland Eotvos Univ.
Inst. Theor. Physics
VIII Puskin U. 5-7
H-1088 Budapest, Hungary

POLAND
Cracow, INP

Inst. of Nuclear Physics
High Energy Physics Dept.
Ul. Kawiory 26a
30-055 Cracow, POLAND

Cracow, INR
Inst. of Nuclear Research
Lab of High Energy Physics
Cracow, POLAND

Cracow, Inst. Nucl. Techniques
Inst. of Nuclear Techniques
Acad. Mining and Metallurgy
Cracow. POLAND

Cracow, School of Agriculture
School of Agriculture
Physics Dept.
Cracow, POLAND



POLAND (cont'd)
Jagellonian U.

Jagellonian Univ.
Theoretical Physics Dept.
Ul. Reymonta &amp;
30-059 Cracow 16, POLAND

Lodz, INR
Inst. of Nuclear Research
High Energy Physics Dept.
Lodz, POLAND

Lodz U.
Univ. of Lodz
Physics Dept.
ul Narutowicza 65
Lodz. POLAND

Copernicus U., Torun
Nicholas Copernicus Univ.
Inst. of Physics
Ul. Grudziadzka 5
Torun. POLAND

Warsaw, INR
Inst. for Nuclear Research
69 Hoza, Zaklad 7
00-681 Warsaw, POLAND

Warsaw, Military Acad. Tech.
Military Academy of Technology
Physics Dept.
Warsaw. POLAND

Warsaw, Polytechnic Inst.
Technical Univ. of Warsaw
Physics Dept.
Plac Jednosci Robotniczej 1
Warsaw. POLAND

Warsaw U., IEP
Univ. of Warsaw
Inst. of Experimental Physics
UL. Hoza 69
Warsaw. POLAND

Warsaw U., ITP
Univ. of Warsaw
Inst. Theoretical Physics
UL. Hoza 69
Warsaw, POLAND

RUMANIA

USSR

Wroclaw U.
Univ. of Wroclaw
Inst. of Theoretical Physics
Ul. Cybulskiego 36
50-205 Wroclaw, POLAND

Bucharest, TAP
Academy, RPR
Inst. for Atomic Physics
Calea Victoriei, 114
Bucharest 22. RUMANIA

Bucharest, Inst. Phys.
Institute of Physics
Theoretical Physics Dept.
Bd. Pacii 222
C. P. 2449
Bucharest 16, RUMANIA

Bucharest U.
Univ. of Bucharest
Nuclear Physics Dept.
Str. Acaemiei, 14
Bucharest, RUMANIA

Craiova U.
Univ. of Craiova
Dept. of Theor. Phys.
Str. Al. I. Cuza 13
Craiova. RUMANIA

Timisoara U.
Univ. of Timisoara
Facultatea de Fisica
Timisoara. ROUMANIA

Alma Ata, Fiz. Inst.
Kazakh Academy of Sciences
High Energy Physics Inst.
Nauchny Gorodok
Alwa Ata, Kazakh, U.S.S.R.

Azerbaijani, Fiz. Inst.
Acad. Sci., Azerbaijani SSR
Inst. of Physics
Baku, Azerbaijani, U.S.S.R.



USSR
Byelorussian State U.

Byelorussian State U.
Universitetski Gorodok
Minsk, Byelorussia, U.S.S.R.

Kharkov, FTI
Academy Sciences Ukr. SSR
Physico-Technical Inst.
Kharkov 24, U.S.S.R.

Kiev, ITF
Academy of Sciences, Ukr. SSR
Inst. for Theoretical Physics
Chkalov St., 55B
252130 Kiev, Ukraine, USSR

Kiev State U.
Kiev State Univ.
Physics Dept.
Vladimirskaya Ul. 64
Kiev, Ukr., USSR

Kishinev, TAP
Academy of Sci., Moldavian SSR
Inst. of Applied Physics
Ul. Akademicheskaya 3
Kishinev, Moldavia, USSR

Leningrad, INP
Akademii Nauk USSR
Leningrad Inst. of Nucl. Phys.
Gatchina
Leningrad 188350, U.S.S.R.

Joffe Phys. Tech. Inst.
A. F. Ioffe Phys. Tech. Inst.
Politekhnicheskaya ul. 2
Leningrad K-21, U.S.S.R.

Khlopin Badium Inst.
V. G. Khlopin Badium Inst.
Ul. Roentgena 1
Leningrad, USSR

Leningrad U.
Leningrad Univ.
Theoretical Physics Dept
Leningrad, 199164, USSR

Steklov Math Inst.
V. A. Steklov Inst. Math.
Fontahka 25
Leningrad D-11, U.S.S.R.

Landau Inst,
Academy of Sciences, USSR
Landau Inst. for Theor. Physics
B-334, Vorobevskoe Shosse 2
Moscow, USSR

Kurchatov Inst. Moscow
Inst. Atomnoi Energii, Kurchatov
Ulitsa Kurchatova 46
Moscow, USSR

Lebedev Inst.
Academy of Sciences USSR
Lebedev Physics Inst.
Leninsky Prospekt 53
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Moscaw, INR
Academy of Sciences, USSR
Inst. for Nuclear Research
Profsoyuznaya 7a
Moscow, *B-133, USSR

Moscow, ITEP
Inst. Theor. Exp. Phys.
B. Cheremushkinskaya ul. 89
117259 Moscow V-259, USSR

Moscow Phys. Eng. Inst.
Moscow Physical Engineering Inst
Physics Dept.
Kashirskoe Chaussee 1
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

NIEFFA, Leningrad
Efremov Sci. Tech. Inst.
Electrophysical Apparatus
P. O. Box 42
Leningrad, USSR



USSR
Moscow State U,

Moscow State Univ.
Physics Dept.
Leninskie Gory
Moscow 5, U.S.S.R.

Dubna, JINR
Joint Inst. Nuclear Research
Head Post Office, P. Box 79
Moscow, USSR

Novosibirsk, IM
Academy of Sciences, USSR
Siberian Div.
Inst. of Mathematics
630090 Novosibirsk, USSR

Novosibirsk, IYF
Academy of Sciences, USSR
Siberian Div.
Inst. of Nuclear Physics
530090 Novosibirsk 90, USSR

Novosibirsk State U.
Novosibirsk State Univ.
Akademgorodok
Novosibirsk, USSR

Saratov State U.
Saratov State Univ.
Physics Dept.
Astrakhanskaya ul. 83
Saratov, USSR

Serpukhov, IFVE
Inst. of High Energy Physics
P. 0. Box 35
Serpukhov, Moscow Dist., USSR

Tartu State U.
Tartu State Univ.
Inst. Physics Astronomy
Tahetorn
Tartu, Estonia, USSR

Tashkent, IYF
Akademiya Nauk Uzb. SSR
Institut Yadernoi Fiziki
Tashkent, Uzb.,, USSR

Tbilisi, Inst. Math.
Academy of Sciences, Georgian SSR
Inst. of Math.
Theoretical Physics Dept.
Tbilisi, USSR

Tbilisi, Inst. Phys.
Academy of Sciences, Georgian SSR
Institute of Physics
Guramishvili St. 6
Tbilisi 77, USSR

Tbilisi State U.
Tbilisi State Univ.
Lab of Nuclear Science
Chavchavdze 3
Tbilisi, USSR

Dniepropetrovsk State U.
Dniepropetrovsk State Univ.
Prospekt Karla Marxa 35
Dniepropetrovsk, Ukr., USSR

Voronezh State U.
Voronezh State Univ.
Physics Dept.
Universitetskaya
Vuzeorodok, Uzb., USSR

Tashkent State U.
Tashkent State Univ.
Universitetskaya
Vuzgorodok, Uzb., USSR

Yerevan Phys. Inst,
Academy of Sciences, Armenian SSR
Yerevan Physical Inst.
Markarian St. 2

Yerevan State U.
Yerevan State Univ.
Ul. Abovyana 104
Yerevan, Armenia, USSR



NORTH VIETNAM
Hanoi, Inst. Phys.

Inst. of Physics
Hanoi, North Vietnam

YUGOSLAVIA
Kidric Inst., Belgrade

Boris Kidric Inst. Nuclear Sci.
P. 0. Box 552
11001 Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Boskovic Inst. Zagreb
Institut Budjer Boskovic
Bijenicka Cesta 54
P. 0, Box 1016
41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Zagreb U.
Univ. of Zagreb
Physics Dept.
TRG Marsala Tita lA
Zagreb, YUGOSLAVIA
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon InteractionsatHighEnergies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
*hairman:

J. Ballom ’

Program Chairman:
S.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom
J.D. Bjorken
W. Chinowsky
S. D. Drell
£. J. Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R.F. Mozley
W. K. H, Panofsky
M. L. Peri
B. Richter
R.E. Taylor

Professor A. Markov
USSR Academy of Sciences
Leninsky Prospekt 1h
Moscow B-T71l, USSR

Dear Professor Markov:

Oct. 10, 1974

As you probably know, the 1975 International Symposium on
Iepton and Photon Interactions will be held at Stanford University,
Stanford, California, on August 21-27, 1975.

For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover all
high-energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproduction,
inelastic and elastic electron and muon scattering, colliding
beams of electrons and positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-
induced reactions and leptonic final states in proton-proton
collisions.

The Organizing Committee for the Symposium would greatly
appreciate it if you and Professors Bogolyubov and Chuvilo would
serve as a Committee to select the Soviet delegates to this
meeting.

Although the exact quotas for the various countries have not
been set, we would expect to invite about 30 Soviet physicists.
The exact number should be in your hands by January 1, 1975, but
we hope this earlier notice will give you extra time to make your
selections, which should be made known to us no later than March 1,
1975.

We sincerely hope that you will be willing to take on the
difficult task of delegate selection and would greatly appreciate
it if you would choose a chairman from among you with whom we can
correspond. May we hear from you before December 1, 1974?

Sincerely yours,

JB:hm

Please address all correspondence to:

Ca
Prof{/. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

Symposium Secretary SLAC Telephone )
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (415) 854-3300
PO. Bax 4349

po. |»
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
DRGANIZING COMMITTEE
~hairman: .

J. Bollam

Program Chairman:
S.M.Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
E. D. Bloom
J.D. Bjorken
W. Chinowsky
S. D. Drell
F. J. Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R. Ff. Mozley
W. K. H, Panofsky
M.L. Perl
B. Richter
R. E. Taylor

Professor I. Chuvilo
I.T.E.P.
Bolshaia Tscheremuschkinskaia 89
117259, Moscow V-259, USSR

Dear Professor Chuvilo:

Oct. 10, 197h

As you probably know, the 1975 International Symposium on
Iepton and Photon Interactions will be held at Stanford University,
Stanford, California, on August 21-27, 1975.

For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover all
high-energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproduction,
inelastic and elastic electron and muon scattering, colliding
beams of electrons and positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-
induced reactions and leptonic final states in proton-proton
collisions.

The Organizing Committee for the Symposium would greatly
appreciate it if you and Professors Bogolyubov and Markov would
serve as a Committee to select the Soviet delegates to this
meeting.

Although the exact quotas for the various countries have not
been set, we would expect to invite about 30 Soviet phvsicists.
The exact number should be in your hands by January 1, 1975, but
we hope this earlier notice will give you extra time to make your
selections, which should be made known to us no later than March 1
1975.

We sincerely hope that you will be willing to take on the
difficult task of delegate selection and would greatly appreciate
it if you would choose a chairman from among you with whom we can
correspond. May we hear from you before December 1, 19747

Sincerely yours,

 Jd% hm

Plane address all correspondence to:

aa
Prof. J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

Symposium Secretary SLAC Telephone
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (415) 854-3300
P.O. Box 4349
Rtanfard Talifarninr 040%
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U,S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1375 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
JRGANIZING COMMITTEE

“hairman:
J. Ballam .

Program Chairman:
5.M. Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
£. D. Bloom

J.D. Bjorken
W. Chinowsky
S.D. Drel!
F. J. Gilman
R. Hofstadter
R. F. Mozley
W. K.H. Panofsky
M. L. Per!
B. Richter
R.E. Taylor

Professor N. Bogolyubov
J.I.N.R. (Dubna)
Head P.O. Box T9
Moscow. USSR

Dear Professor Bogolyubov:

Oct. 10, 197k

As you probably know, the 1975 International Symposium on
Lepton and Photon Interactions will be held at Stanford University,
Stanford, California, on August 21-27, 1975.

For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover all
high-energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproduction,
inelastic and elastic electron and muon scattering, colliding
beams of electrons and positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-
induced reactions and leptonic final states in proton-proton
collisions.

The Organizing Committee for the Symposium would greatly
appreciate it if you and Professors Chuvilo and Markov would
serve as a Committee to select the Soviet delegates to this
meeting.

Although the exact quotas for the various countries have not
been set, we would expect to invite about 30 Soviet physicists.
The exact number should be in your hands by January 1, 1975 , but
we hope this earlier notice will give you extra time to make your
selections, which should be made known to us no later than March 1,
1975.

We sincerely hope that you will be willing to take on the
difficult task of delegate selection and would greatly appreciate
it if you would choose a chairman from among you with whom we can
correspond. May we hear from you before December 1, 1974?

JB+*hm

Please address all correspondence to:

Sincerely yours,~ 3

L “ele
Prof.”J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee

Symposium Secretary SLAC Telephone
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (415) 854-3300
2 0. Box 4349
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i975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
October 15, 1974ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Chairman: Professor G. Pocsik
J. Bollom Institute of Theoretical Physics
Program Chairman: Eotvos University.M.BermanArrangements Chairman: badgers, Hungary

€. D. Bloom Dear Professor Pocsik:
ay As you probably know, the 1975 International Symposium of Lepton and

Soe Photon Interactions at High Energies will be held at Stanford University.
R. Hofstadter The dates of the Symposium are August 21-27, 1975. Attendance will be
EFModey by invitation only with a total of 430 physicists participating.

«No . rondo :

pole per For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover all high-
R. E. Toylor energy lepton-induced reactions, including photooroduction, inelastic and

elastic electron and muon scattering, colliding beams of electrons and
positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-induced reactions and leptonic final
states in proton-proton collisions.

Tn order to insure that information about the Symposium is widely
disseminated, we are distributing the enclosed notice to many institutions
engaged in high energy physics. We are also placing announcements in the
publications PHYSICS TODAY, MEETINGS ON ATOMIC ENERGY and EUROPHYSICS NEWS.

We would greatly appreciate it if you would be willing to take
responsibility in the selection of the Hungarian delegates. As you can see.
the enclosed notice suggests thet any physicist, who wishes to attend the
Symposium, inform us of his interest. As an ald to you, we will forward
the names of all Hungarian physicists who have responded to the Symrosium
announcement;-andweaskyouto take these people into consideration when
you receive your allotment of invitees some time in January 1975. Of
course, you will be free to recommend any list within the allotment, and
we will abide by your choice.

We are looking forward to hosting our colleagues next
our Symposium will be as successful as those in the recent

Sincerely,Wotprstessor J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Cormittee

&lt; 0. 60e——
ProfessorE.D.Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

year and hope
paste.

Fnclosure.

anal

please address all correspondence to: Symposium Secretary
Stanford linear Accelerator Center
D y Rav 440

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300



INSTITUTE OF THECRETICAL PHYSICS

Budapest, Vil. Puskin u. §-7
T.: 341-1246 130-082

Pref. J.B2llam

Chairman ¢7 Croanicing Jommittee
SIAC,.Starferd Ccteber 29,1974

Dear Professor =allazm,
Thank you very muck fer yeur letter ¢f Cetieber 15. I can premise

you that I 3nnlil Zc ov best in the eelection ¢f the candidates.

Sincerely Yours
,

LL
PiculikPr

 vy
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Sponsored jointly by the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

1875 International SymposiumonLeptonand: Photon Interactions at High Encrgies
August 21-27, 1975

Stanford University
October 15, 1974DRGANIZING COMMITTEE

Chairman:
J. Ballom

Program Chairman:
$.M.Berman

Arrangements Chairman:
£. D. Bloom

J.D. BjorkenW. Chinowsky As you probably know, the 1975 International Symposium of Lepton and
poe Photon Interactions at High Energies will be held at Stanford University.
R. Hofstadter The dates of the Symposium are August 21-27, 1975. Attendance will be
3F Motley i. by invitation only with a total of L430 vhysicists participating.

, K.H. Ponotsky

oo L. Bor For this Symposium the subject will be enlarged to cover all high-
R.E. Taylor energy lepton-induced reactions, including photoproducticn, inelastic and

elastic electron and muon scattering, colliding beams of electrons and
positrons, neutrino- and antineutrino-induced reactions and leptonic final
states in proton-proton collisions.

In order to insure that information about the Symposium is widely
disseminated, we are distributing the enclosed notice to many institutions
engaged in high energy chysics. We are also placing ennouncements in the
publications PHYSICS TODAY, MEETINGS ON ATOMIC ENERGY and EUROPHYSICS NEWS.

rr

We would greatly appreciate it if you would be willing to take
responsibility in the selection of the Polish delegates. As you can see,
the enclosed notice suggests that any physicist who wishes to attend the
Symposium inform us of his interest. As an aid to you, we will forward
the namesofallPolishphysicistswhoraverespondedtotheSymposium
announcement, and we ask you to take these people into consideration when
you receive your allotment of invitees some time in January 1975. Of
course, you will be free to recommend any list within the allotment, and
we will abide by your choice.

We are looking forward to hosting our colleagues nex: year and hope
our Symposium will be as successful as those in the recent past.

Sincerely,

J. J. Ballam
Chairman, Organizing Committee
2 . Oe

Professor E. D. Bloom
Chairman, Arrangements Subcommittee

Enclosure .

 rrfr er Or itt ~~

Plane address all correspondence to:
——— ere enterbrent
Symposium Secretary
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
BO. Box 4349

SLAC Telephone
(415) 854-3300


